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Abstract

Since chromatography of ions is a widely used technique in analytical chemistry a basic understanding of the retention
mechanism is important. The principles of the different retention models that have been proposed are examined in this paper.
The focus is on those models that are derived from the physical chemistry of charged surfaces immersed in an electrolyte
solution. In the first two sections the theory for the electrical double layer and the Donnan potential are presented together
with experimental results from surface and colloid chemistry. In Section 3 a comparison between stoichiometric and
non-stoichiometric models is made. In this section the physical meaning of the retention factor is also examined. The Donnan
model and the different double layer models developed for ion exchange chromatography of small ions are discussed in
Section 4. The next section presents the corresponding models that have been developed for ion pair chromatography and
compares them with the experimental findings. The theoretical modifications needed when going from small ions to ionic
macromolecules are discussed in the last section and the developed models are compared with the experimental results.
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1. Introduction fitted to an empirical relation. The drawback of an
empirical model, which has been found to suit a

Many different types of chromatographic tech- particular system, is that it is likely that the found
niques are used for the analytical separation of ions empirical coeffients, etc., vary with the experimental
and in each of them a number of different stationary conditions. A fundamental approach, on the other
phases, eluents, type of eluite ions, etc., are used. In hand, has value in that the results demonstrate the
this review retention models for three main chro- validity of a particular mechanism and enables the
matographic techniques is treated; ion-exchange underlying processes of ion-exchange to be better
chromatography of small ions, ion pair chromatog- understood and interpreted. However, it is important
raphy using reversed-phase stationary phases and to recognise that an agreement between experiments
ion-exchange chromatography of ionic macromole- and theory does not imply conclusively that the
cules with emphasis on proteins. A common feature theory is correct. In order for the theory to be
of these three techniques is the dominant role played acceptable, it must also be consistent with our
by the electrostatic interaction. It is the purpose of general physical knowledge. Since electrostatic inter-
this review to discuss, from a physical point of view, actions governs the ion-exchange process, the fun-
the background, advantages and limitations of the damental approach implies the study of the physical
different theoretical models that are used to describe chemistry of charged surfaces and polyelectrolytes.
the retention of ions in analytical applications of Such an approach has been taken in surface and
chromatography. colloid chemistry where the interaction between ions

The equilibrium distribution of ions between an and surfaces is an important field.
ion exchanger and the external solvent has been Few retention models are based on a strictly
extensively studied for many years. The experimen- physical approach, instead the conceptually simpler,
tal data have been interpreted according to equations and in some cases more practical, stoichiometric
derived from a theoretical model or, alternatively, models are widely used. A short discussion regarding
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why the stoichiometric models not are appropriate be assumed that the same physical description ap-
1for describing the electrostatic interaction is pre- plies to the retention of Na in ion-exchange chro-

sented in Section 3.2. It is the purpose of this review matography when different types of columns or
to summarise the retention models that have been different eluent compositions are used. Each chro-
proposed for ionic eluites for the three mentioned matographic system is in this sense unique. Since the
chromatographic techniques, focussing on models experimental conditions within each of these tech-
that have their origin in surface and colloid chemis- niques may differ widely it is not possible to include
try. Recommended texts in colloid and surface all theoretical aspects in this review. Only the
chemistry are the books by Israelachvili [1], simplest and most typical retention models and cases
Hiemenz [2], Hunter [3] and Evans and Wenner- are discussed. Furthermore, only the most basic

¨strom [4]. Hopefully this review will make a contri- results that has been found in the physical chemistry
bution to narrow the gap between chromatography of charged surfaces can be included.
and surface and colloid chemistry and to facilitate
the incorporation of the knowledge accumulated in
the latter field into chromatography.

2. Charged surfaces in electrolyte solutions
This paper is organized as follows: First some

basic knowledge about electrostatic interactions and
2.1. General introduction to electrostaticcharged surfaces in contact with an electrolyte
interactionssolution is briefly presented, e.g. the Gouy–Chapman

(G–C) theory for the electrical double layer. This
In chromatography the two most important typessection includes a discussion of the limitations of the

of interactions are the electrostatic and van der WaalsG–C theory and also how it can be extended to
interaction, the latter is the sum of the Keesom, theinclude the adsorption of ions to the surface. Other
Debye and the London dispersion energy. They aredouble layer models and the basic concept of the
usually referred to as physical interactions and it isDonnan potential are also presented. A short sum-
important to recognise that they lack the specificity,mary of results from the experimental testing of the
directionality and stoichiometry of the covalentdifferent models that have been performed in surface
bond. There are two properties of the electrostaticand colloid chemistry is also included. The intention
interaction which makes it important, one is that theof the section is to provide a theoretical background
interaction energy is long ranged and the second isto the models used in ion-exchange chromatography
its strength. For example, Coulombs law gives thatof small ions and in ion pair chromatography.

1 2the binding energy for Na and Cl at contactThe remaining sections deal with the application
˚of the various types of retention theories for ions in (r52.76 A) in vacuum is approximately 500 kJ /mol

chromatography. The Donnan potential and double [1], i.e. similar to the energies for covalent bonds.
˚layer models, respectively, developed for ion-ex- When the two ions are 5000 A apart the interaction

change chromatography of small ions and ion pair energy is approximately the same as between two Ne
chromatography are examined. For ion-exchange atoms at contact. When the electrostatic interaction
chromatography of macromolecules these models takes place in a medium the interaction energy is
needs to be extended. In the last section the theoret- reduced by a factor of ´, where ´ is the dielectric
ical background of the non-stoichiometric models constant of the medium. The dielectric constant for
that have been applied to ion-exchange chromatog- water is unusually high, its value is 80, which
raphy of proteins is discussed. explains its high solubilizing power for ions. Yet, the

Within each of the discussed techniques a great electrostatic interaction is still strong in water and
variety in the experimental conditions exists. When dominates the behavior of charged bodies also in this
developing a retention model for a particular system medium.
it is important to identify the physical properties Although no exact physical law exists for the
which are characteristic for that particular system electrostatic interaction in a medium the electrostatic
and include these in the model, e.g. it can not a priori interaction between charged species can be more
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rigorously treated than other intermolecular interac- for several geometries. A well known example is the
¨tions. The combination of strength, long ranged Debye–Huckel theory for calculating activity co-

nature and a relatively rigor physical law for the efficients of ions in an electrolyte solution, this
electrostatic interaction gives a unique possibility to theory is based on a solution of the linearised P–B
understand the behavior of charged species in chemi- equation for a sphere in contact with surrounding
cal systems. In classical physics the electrostatic point charges.
interaction is usually calculated between charged In chromatography the retention of an ion may
bodies with a fixed position in space. In chemistry, only partly be due to the electrostatic interaction,
on the other hand, we are often faced with the other types of intermolecular interactions may also
problem of calculating the electrostatic interaction in be of importance. In the process of developing and
a salt solution. In such solution the ions are constant- investigating retention models for ionic species it is
ly in thermal motion and, due to the strength and important to distinguish the electrostatic interaction
long ranged nature of the electrostatic interaction, the from other interactions which may contribute to the
motion of a particular ion is affected by the presence retention. A proper model of the electrostatic inter-
and movements of the other ions or other charged action must be accomplished first and after that the
bodies in the system. In most chemical systems, the role of the other types of interactions can be investi-
electrostatic interaction is therefore a many body gated. In many chromatographic systems the role of
interaction and its description requires a combination the electrostatic interaction can be studied through
of theories from classical electrostatics and statistical the ionic strength dependence of eluite retention. If
mechanics. The simplest and most frequently used the retention varies significantly with the ionic
combination is the Poisson–Boltzmann (P–B) equa- strength of the mobile phase the electrostatic inter-
tion which is a second order differential equation [5]. action must be included in the retention model.
It has been possible to obtain a closed form ana-
lytical solution to the P–B equation for one geometry 2.2. Introduction to charged surfaces in contact
only, the interaction between a charged planar sur- with an electrolyte solution
face in contact with an electrolyte solution, the
Gouy–Chapman (G–C) theory. When a surface with ionisable groups, e.g.

In the P–B equation three important assumptions –SO H, is immersed in an electrolyte solution, e.g.3
1 2are made; first, the ions are considered to be point Na and H PO , a charged surface is created. Due2 4

charges which means that the size of the ions is set to the thermal motion (i.e. the entropy) the counter-
to zero; second, the solvent is considered to be a ions corresponding to the oppositely charged surface
continuum with a given dielectric constant and third, group are not bound as stoichiometric 1:1 complexes
it is a mean field theory which means that the to the surface. Instead, they are distributed in a
interaction between an ion in a given point and the diffuse layer close to the surface, the so-called
surrounding ions is calculated as its mean value. diffuse double layer. The final distribution of the
These assumptions impose some restrictions on the counterions in the double layer is a result of the
validity of the P–B equation, the restrictions are balance between the electrostatic attraction to the
dependent of the geometry of the system but general- charged surface, the way the counterions shield each
ly speaking the deviation from the theory increases other and the (smearing out) effect of the thermal
with increasing salt concentration in the solution and motion. In order to keep electroneutrality, the num-
when the charge density of the bodies increases. ber of charges on the surface is balanced by an

When the strength of the electrostatic interaction equivalent number of counterions located in the layer
between charged bodies and ions in the system is close to the surface plane. The excess of negatively

2small compared to the thermal energy of the ions, it charged SO groups on the surface results in both a3

is possible to simplify the P–B equation into the positive excess of counterions in the electrical double
linearised P–B equation. This is a second order layer as well as a negative excess, or depletion, of
differential equation which is easier to solve than the ions with the same charge as the surface charge.
original equation and has consequently been solved Since the ions in the double layer are not situated in
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the same plane as the charges on the surface, a stationary phase as a separate phase and assuming
difference in electrostatic potential between the that the electrostatic potential has a constant value in
surface and a point in the solution is created. this phase, the Donnan potential. In this model the

The main problem in describing the electrostatic concentration change of counter and co-ions between
interaction in charged systems is to find an exact the two phases is considered to take place at a sharp
description of the magnitude of the electrostatic boundary, and it does not give rise to the above
potential at different points in the system. In systems described diffuse double layer. The difference be-
of chromatographic interest the simplest possible tween the two models is schematically illustrated in
approach is to consider the charges constituting the Fig. 1. Retention models based on the Donnan

Fig. 1. Schematic description of the concentration profiles for a counterion, c , a co-ion, c , and the electrostatic potential profile in theNa H PO2 4

vicinity of a negatively charged surface according to (a) the double layer model and (b) the Donnan model.
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potential concept are often used in ion (exchange) potential between the phases, i.e. in this case the
chromatography and its physical background is Donnan potential.

1outlined in Section 2.3. For the Na ions the thermodynamic condition for
equilibrium between the resin and elelctrolyte phase,
respectively, is written as

2.3. The Donnan potential
0 0

m 1 RT ln g ? c 1 z FC 5 mNa Na,R Na,R Na D Na
2Consider a cation exchanger, with SO groups3 1 RT ln g ? c (1)Na,E Na,E1chemically bound to its surface and Na as counter-

0 1ions placed in a dilute water solution of NaH PO .2 4 where m is the chemical potential of the Na ionNa
Assume that a distinct boundary exists between the in its standard state, its value is assumed to be equal
electrolyte solution and the resin phase and that the in the two phases; c and c are the sodiumNa,R Na,E
total ionic concentration in the resin phase (including concentration in the resin and eluent phase, respec-
the charged surface groups) is higher than in the tively; g and g are the corresponding activityNa,R Na,E
electrolyte solution. This is depicted in Fig. 1b where coefficient; z is the charge of the species, i.e. 11Na

1the electrolyte solution is denoted E and the resin for Na ; and F is the Faraday constant which is a
1phase R. Due to the thermal motion of the Na and conversion factor from electrical to molar units. A

2H PO ions, a redistribution of these ions will occur2 4 more detailed thermodynamic analysis shows that in
between the two phases. Before the resin phase this equation a term for the difference in osmotic
comes in contact with the electrolyte solution the pressure between the two phases shall be included,

1number of Na ions in the resin phase is equal to the see e.g. Ref. [7]. It can be shown, however, that in
2number of SO groups. When the two phases are in3 most ion-exchange chromatographic systems such a

1contact, a net migration of Na ions into the solution term is usually relatively small, therefore it is
2and H PO ions into the resin phase, respectively,2 4 ignored in this simplified presentation. Rearranga-

will occur. The result is an accumulation of positive ment of Eq. 1 gives that
charge in the solution and negative charge in the

2(z FC / RT )Na Dresin phase which creates a difference in electrostatic c g 5 c g ? eNa,R Na,R Na,E Na,E
(2)potential between the two phases, the Donnan po-

where z 5 1 1Natential, C . In the final ionic distribution, an equilib-D

rium is established in which the tendency of the ions The analogous equilibrium condition for H PO ions2 4to level out the existing concentration differences gives that their distribution between the two phases
between the two phases is balanced by the difference is described by Eq. 3
in Donnan potential [6]. Electrostatic considerations

2(z FC / RT )H PO Dshow that only an extremely small imbalance in the 2 4c g 5 c ? eH PO ,R H PO ,R H PO ,E2 4 2 4 2 4
charge distribution is needed to create the Donnan (3)

where z 5 2 1potential, in fact, too small to be measurable. Since H PO2 4

there is a (very small) excess of negative charges in
Eq. 2 can be rearranged tothe resin phase it has a negative potential relative to

the electrolyte phase. g cRT Na,E Na,E
]] ]]]C 5 ? ln (4)A quantitative treatment of the distribution of the D z F g cNa Na,R Na,R

ions between the two phases is obtained from
thermodynamics which states that at equilibrium the If there are several types of cations in the system the
electrochemical potential, m, of an ionic species is above thermodynamic analysis, i.e. Eqs. 1, 2 and 4,
the same in the two phases. The electrochemical is applicable to each of them. Consider e.g. the
potential differs from the chemical potential by a above discussed cation exchanger system to which a
term which depends on the work needed to reversib- very small amount of KH PO is added. In analytical2 4

ly transfer a charged species between the two phases, chromatography this corresponds to a NaH PO2 4
1and which is due to the difference in electrostatic electrolyte as eluent phase and K as an eluite ion.
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Applying the same thermodynamic analysis to the When all eluite ions of the same sign have the
1 same activity coefficients in the solution and in theK ion gives that

resin phase there is no chromatographic selectivity
g cRT K,E K,E between the ions. A chromatographic thermody-]] ]]]C 5 ? ln (5)D z F g cK K,R K,R namic model such as the Donnan model therefore

can not explain the physical cause for the selectivitySince the Donnan potential experienced by the two
of equally charged ions. Formally, chromatographicspecies is the same, Eqs. 5 and 4 are equal, i.e.
selectivity is represented in the Donnan model as

(z / z )g c g c K NaK,R K,R Na,E Na,R differences in activity coefficients and to explain the
]]] ]]]5 (6)S D physical cause of these differences additional as-g c g cNa,R Na,R Na,E Na,E

sumptions are needed. Factors that usually are pro-
In an analogous manner a general expression can be posed are the size and hydration number of the ion,zobtained for a system consisting of salt ion, C c, ion pair formation and specific electrostatic interac-
which constitutes the electrolyte as well as being the tions [7]. A presentation of different models that
counterion to the surface charge groups, and an have been proposed to explain selectivity is dis-
eluite ion B. The final result is cussed in the section treating the models used in

(z / z )c g g c B C ion-exchange chromatography of small ions. SinceB,R B,E C,R C,R
]] ]] ]]]5 S D the Donnan model forms the basis of many importantc g g cB,E B,R C,E C,E

theories for ion-exchange chromatography it is im-(z / z )c B CC,R portant to more closely investigate its properties and]]5 K (7)S Dg cC,E limitations.
For a symmetrical electrolyte solution, i.e. 1:1,where K includes all the activity coefficients.g

2:2, etc. electrolytes, a relation between the counter-Since the quotient c /c usually is higher thanC,R C,E
ion concentration in the resin phase, the salt con-unity, an important consequence of Eq. 7 is that a
centration in the solution and the volume concen-multiple charged eluite will be more strongly at-
tration of surface groups in the resin phase, C , cantracted to the resin phase than a single charged. The R

be obtained from the Donnan model. Eq. 8 isphysical explanation is that the ions experience an
obtained by combining the condition of electroneu-energy difference between the resin and eluent
trality in both the solution as well as in the resinphase, respectively, which is proportional to both the
phase with the expression for the concentration ofcharge of the ion and the Donnan potential. In
both the counter and co-ion in the two phases, i.e.chromatography this implies that a divalent ion is
Eqs. 2 and 3.more retained than a monovalent, this is usually

]]]]]]referred to as electroselectivity. Another conse- 22 guz u C z 6C,ER R R 2 2quence of the equation is that when the counterion ] ] ] ]]c 5 ? 1 ? C 1 c (8)C,R 2 R 2 C,E2uz uconcentration is increased in the solution phase, the 4z gC C 6C,Rœ
quotient c /c decreases and the distribution ofC,R C,E Where z is the charge of the surface groups boundRthe eluite to the resin phase decreases. Physically this

to the surface and z the charge of the counterion.Cis caused by a decrease in Donnan potential as the 2 2(g /g ) is the quotient between the square of6C,E 6C,Rcounterion concentration increases. From the equa-
the mean molar activity coefficient of the counteriontion also follows that when the eluite and counterions
in the electrolyte solution and the resin phase,have charge of opposite sign, the eluite will be
respectively. The corresponding equation for the co-excluded from the resin phase, i.e. its concentration
ion concentration in the resin as a function of the saltis lower in the resin phase than in the solution. This
concentration in the solution is obtained in anfollows from the negative sign in the exponent in Eq.
analogous manner [7]:7 and the physical explanation for this is that the

]]]]]]eluite ion and the Donnan potential are both of the 2 2uz u C z gR R R 6E2 2same sign, i.e. the eluite ion is repelled from the ] ] ] ]]c 5 2 ? 1 ? C 1 c (9)D,R 2 R 2 D,E2uz u 4z gD œresin phase. D 6R
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Where c and c are the co-ion concentration in Consider a resin phase containing fixed chargedD,R D,E

the resin and eluent phase, respectively. A general groups in equilibrium with an inert salt solution. The
problem with the Donnan model is that it assumes difference in electrostatic potential between a given
that the electrostatic potential is constant throughout point r in the resin phase and the salt solution is
the resin phase, i.e. it neglects the presence of any C(r). When the concentration of the counterion in
electrostatic potential gradient in this phase. This is a the salt solution (where C 50) is c , its con-C,E

rather serious assumption which leads to a dis- centration at point r, c (r), is given byC,R

crepancy between the model and experimental results
2(z FC (r) / RT )C(Ref. [7] and references therein, Ref. [8]). Since the c (r) 5 c ? e (11)C,R C,E

reason for this discrepancy is of great importance
regarding the applicability of the approach taken in The number of counterions in the resin phase, i.e. the
the Donnan model it is of interest to analyse it more mean concentration in the resin phase, c , multip-C,R
closely. lied by the volume of this phase, is obtained by

At low eluent salt concentrations it is easily shown integrating Eq. 11 over the volume of the resin
that Eq. 9 can be written (using the series expansion phase, V :R1 / 2 1

](11x) ¯11 x for x values <1).2

2(z FC (r) / RT )C2 c ?V 5 c ?E e dV (12)C,R R C,Euz u g 1R 6E2 ] ]] ]c 5 c ? (10) VD,R D,E 2 RCuz u g RD 6R

Analogous arguments give that the mean concen-According to Eq. 10 the Donnan model predicts that
tration of co-ions in the resin phase, c isD,Rthe co-ion concentration in the resin phase will drop

with the square of its concentration in the eluent.
2(z FC (r) / RT )Dc ?V 5 c ?E e dV (13)However, experimental data for the co-ion concen- D,R R D,E

tration in the resin phase is found to be much higher VR

than what is predicted from Eq. 10 (c.f. Ref. [7] and
The mean molar activity coefficient, g , in thereferences therein). The reason for this discrepancy, 6,R

resin phase for a monovalent 1:1 salt (for the generalwhich is contrary to the assumptions made in the
case the reader is referred to the original paper bymodel, is that the mean molar activity coefficient in
Marcus) can be defined as:the resin phase drops to values lower than unity at

great dilution. The physical reason for this drop in
2c ? c ? g 5 c ? c (14)C,R D,R 6,R C,E D,Eactivity coefficient is still a subject of debate and of

great interest in ion-exchange chromatography [8].
Inserting Eqs. 12 and 13 into Eq. 14 gives thatHowever, already in 1956 it was pointed out by

Overbeek that this effect is expected when the charge
2Vand the potential are not evenly distributed within a r2 ]]]]]]]]]]]g 56,Rphase and that the effect can be predicted from the 2(z FC (r) / RT ) 2(z FC (r) / RT )C DE e dV ?E e dVPoisson–Boltzmann equation [9]. In an important,

V VR Rbut often neglected paper, Marcus [10] derived in an
elegant way general expressions for the thermo- (15)
dynamic properties of polyelectrolyte solutions.
Since his expressions also apply to the present Eq. 15 is an expression for the mean activity
problem and are instructive to the understanding of coefficient of the electrolyte ions in the resin phase
the limitations of the Donnan model, a short, but less and it shows that its numerical value depends on the
rigorous, derivation is presented here. To this authors value of the two integrals. If it is assumed, as is done
knowledge the analysis presented below has not been in the Donnan model, that the electrostatic potential
previously applied to ion-exchange chromatographic has a constant value, c at all points in the resinD

theory. phase Eq.15 can be evaluated according to:
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2 The strength of the analysis by Marcus is that it isV r2 ]]]]]]]]]]g 5 based on a minimum of assumptions and that it6,R
2(z FC / RT ) 2(z FC / RT )C D D D applies to any geometry of the resin phase. It is thisE e dV ?E e dV

authors opinion that these results provide furtherV VR R

insights into the complex problem of ion-exchange2V r chromatography. An example based on this analysis]]]]]]]]]]5
is outlined in Appendix A which dicusses the(z FC / RT ) 2(z FC / RT )D D D De ? e E dV ?E dV
retention of an eluite ion as a function of electrolyte

V VR R concentration in the eluent. From this example
5 1 (16) follows that the experimentally found retention of a

monovalent eluite ion as a function of the eluent
where in the second equality we have used the fact concentration of monovalent electrolyte can be ex-
that z 52z . Thus, applying the assumption madeC D plained for almost any geometry of the resin phase.
in the Donnan model to Eq. 15 correctly gives that
the mean activity coefficient is unity. In the general 2.4. The diffuse double layer
case, however, where the electrostatic potential vary
from point to point in the resin phase this simple The classical description of the diffuse double
result is not correct. layer was first made by Gouy [12] and, independent-

For the general case a numerical value for g6R ly, by Chapman [13] and the result is referred to as
cannot be found because it will depend on the resin the Gouy–Chapman (G–C) model. The model is
properties. However, a general consequence of the based on the solution of the P–B equation for a
theory can be obtained by using Schwarz’s inequality planar charged surface in contact with an electrolyte
which states that: solution and forms the starting point for more

2 elaborate descriptions of the double layer. Therefore,
2 2E f dV ?E g dV $ E fg dV (17)S D it is appropriate to discuss its results briefly, more

detailed presentations of the properties of the electri-
It can be shown that the equality sign in Eq. 17 holds cal double layer can be found in, e.g. Refs. [1–4,14].
only when f5constant? g [11]. Setting f 5 Retention models based on double layer theories

2(z FC (r) / 2RT ) 2(z FC (r) / 2RT )D Ce and g 5 e in Eq. 17, proposed for ion-exchange and ion pair chromatog-
inequality means that the product of the integrals in raphy are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

2the denominator is greater than V So, if we let the The basic assumptions of the G–C theory are:R

electrostatic potential vary within the resin phase the the charged surface is impenetrable for the elec-
activity coefficient will be less than unity, in accord- rolyte ions.
ance with the experimental observation. the surface charge is uniformly spread over the

The above analysis clarifies that the Donnan surface.
concept fails because it does not correctly calculate the electrolyte ions behave as point charges and
the mean concentration of both the counter and are able to approach right up to the plane of the
co-ion in the resin phase. One can argue that, in surface.
principle, it would be possible to find a mean the solvent is considered to be a continuum of
potential in the resin phase, C , which, for a certain constant dielectric constant up to the surface.D

salt concentration of salt in the eluent phase, correct- Using these assumptions the P–B equation can be
ly calculates the mean concentration of, e.g. the solved giving mathematical expressions for (i) the
counterion. However, using the same numerical electrostatic potential at the planar surface as a
value for C would incorrectly calculate the corre- function of both the surface charge density and theD

sponding coion concentration. It is therefore not concentration of salt in the electrolyte solution and
possible to use the same value for C to simul- (ii) the electrostatic potential at any distance x fromD

taneously calculate both the counterion and co-ion the surface as a function of the electrostatic potential
concentration, respectively, in the resin phase. at the planar surface (x50) and the salt concen-
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tration. The exact equations can be found in the
textbooks [1–4,14], only some qualitative aspects of
the theory will be discussed here.

In Fig. 2a the calculated electrostatic potential is
shown as a function of the distance from the planar
surface for three different concentrations of a mono-
valent salt in the solution (5water); 1, 100 and 500

3 2mole /m and a surface charge density of 20.l C/m
26 2(51.04?10 mol /m ). The theoretical curves ob-

tained from the G–C theory show that the electro-
static potential at the surface, C(x50)5C , de-0

creases from 2200 to 250 mV as the salt con-
3centration increases from 1 to 500 mole /m . The

curves also show that the electrostatic potential drops
more rapidly with the distance from the surface for a
more concentrated salt solution. The physical ex-
planantion for this is that the surface charges become
more shielded by the counterions in the solution
when their concentration is higher. It is also seen that
the distance from the surface at which the potential
approaches zero may become large, e.g. for the 1

3mol /m solution it is around 30 nm.
When the electrostatic surface potential, C , is0

below 25 mV it can be approximated by solutions of
the linearised form of the P–B equation. In this limit,

¨known as the Debye–Huckel approximation, simpler
mathematical expressions describing the potential in
a point situated the distance x from the surface are
obtained:

2kx
C(x) 5C ? e (18)0

where
1 / 221000 ?O z ci,E i,E

i
]]]]]k 5 F (19)1 2´ ´ RT0 r

where summation over i means that the concen-
tration of all ionic species is added, 1 /k is the Debye
length and is a measure of the double layer thick-
ness. From its definition follows that its thickness
increases with the reciprocal square root of the ionic
strength of the electrolyte solution. In the exact G–C
theory the algebraic relation between the electrostatic
surface potential and the salt concentration is com- Fig. 2. (a) The electrostatic potential and (b) the counterion

¨plex but in the Debye–Huckel approximation it is concentration as a function of the distance from a negatively
2charged surface (charge density 20.1 C/m ) according to thesimplified to

Gouy–Chapman theory, for three different concentrations of a 1:1s 3electrolyte (1, 100 and 500 mol /m ). (The figures are reprinted]]C 5 (20)0 k´ ´0 r from Ref. [58] with permission).
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2where s is the surface charge density (C/m ), ´ is when real ions interact with a surface the possibility0

the permittivity of vacuum and ´ is the dielectric of other types of interactions between the surface andr

constant of the eluent. the ions must be considered. These additional inter-
In the previous presentation of the Donnan model actions are usually referred to as the chemical part of

it was shown that the distribution of ions due to the the total interaction. The chemical interaction is short
difference in electrostatic potential between the two ranged implying that only ions very close to the
phases follows Eqs. 2 and 3. In contrast to the surface may bind ‘chemically’ to the surface while
Donnan model,where the ion distribution within each ions situated in the double layer further away from
phase is homogenous, the G–C theory gives a the surface are too far away to interact. Conse-
continous electrostatic potential profile from which quently, it is the local concentration of a given ion
the resulting concentration profile is calculated, i.e. close to or at the surface that determines the con-
for each and every distance there is a potential to centration of specifically or ‘chemically’ bound ions
which Eqs. 2 or 3 applies. In the G–C theory it is to the surface. In this case a mass action law for
assumed that the ‘chemical’ properties in the bulk association to the surface can be used [1]:
solution and the diffuse layer are identical and

[is]consequently the quotient of activity coefficients in ]]]K 5 (22)ch c (0) ? [s]ithese equations is set to unity. For example, in the
¨Debye–Huckel approximation the concentration pro- where c (0) is the concentration of the ion i at theifile for an ion outside the charged surface is obtained surface (i.e. x¯0), [s] is a measure of the con-

by combining Eqs. 2 or 3 and 18: centration of free surface groups to which the ion can
2kx bind, [is] is a measure of the concentration of surface2(z FC e / RT )i 0c (x) 5 c ? e (21)i i groups to which i is bound and K is the associationch

constant for the i–s complex. The concentration ofhere c is the concentration of ion i in the bulk phase,i
ion i at the surface is, as before, calculated by thethe ion may be a counterion or a coion. Since the
equation:sign of the surface potential, C , is of opposite0

(same) sign as the counterion (co-ion), z , the equa- 2(z FC / RT )i i 0c (0) 5 c ? e (23)i ition describes the accumulation (depletion) of coun-
terions (co-ions) to the surface. where C is the electrostatic potential (relative to the0Fig. 2b shows the exact concentration profile bulk solution) at the surface.
calculated from the G–C theory for monovalent A lot of theoretical work has been done in order to
counterions calculated from the potential profile in find appropriate models to describe the adsorption of
Fig. 2a. An interesting consequence of the G–C different ionic species to different kind of surfaces.
theory, is also illustrated in this figure; the counter- To obtain a quantitative description of the adsorption
ion concentration at the surface is only about 20% of ions to the surface the main problem is to locate3 3higher when going from 1 mol /m to 500 mol /m the position of the counterions in relation to the
concentration in the bulk solution. The counterion charged surface. In the above model the adsorbed
concentration at the surface is therefore rather in- counterions are assumed to be located in the plane of
sensitive to changes in the salt concentration of the the surface charges. The exact position of the
bulk electrolyte. adsorbed ions is modelled differently in different

models and consequently the plane at which the
2.5. Ion binding to charged surfaces electrostatic surface potential is calculated also dif-

fer. It is beyond the scope of this review to treat all
The G–C theory describes the accumulation of models that have been proposed, the physical back-

point charges into a diffuse double layer close to a ground to those that are related to chromatographic
charged surface. According to the theory these point retention models will primarly be discussed. It is
charges interact with the surface only through ‘pure’ important to recognise that the basis for each model
electrostatic or Coulomb interactions. However, depends on the purpose for which it is used. Some
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models are used with the prospect of gaining insight number of sites available for ions in the IHP, and the
into the physical nature of the electrical double layer saturation of the IHP is described with a Langmuir
while others are used to obtain numerical description type of adsorption isotherm. Beyond the IHP there is
of specific experimental data. another plane which usually is called the Outer

A large part of the knowledge regarding charged Helmholtz Plane (OHP) which is the innermost
surfaces in electrolyte solutions comes from inves- plane of the diffuse part of the double layer. In the
tigations of the interface between mercury and a original Stern treatment no specific chemical interac-
water solution. This surface is considered to be tions occur between ions situated at the OHP and the
molecularly smooth and impenetrable for the coun- surface. Consequently, the region between IHP and
terions, therefore very detailed and physically realis- OHP is free of charges and there may or may not
tic assumptions concerning the location of the ions at (dependent of the version of the model) be a drop in
the surface can be made. For this particular interface electrostatic potential between the IHP and OHP. In
it is often assumed that there is a charge free region this theory, the Stern–Gouy–Chapman (SGC)
near the surface confined between the surface and a theory, the diffuse part of the double layer extends
plane close to the surface, the Inner Helmholtz Plane outward from the OHP and its properties are given
(IHP), see Fig. 3. A physical reason for the existence by the Gouy–Chapman theory whereC replacesOHP

of this charge free region is that due to their own C in all equations.0

size, the counterions are not able to get closer to the The free energy of interaction between the surface
metal surface than a certain distance. The thickness and the specifically adsorbed ions, which are situated
of this region varies from about 0.1 nm for a bare ion at the IHP and interacts ‘chemically’ with the
to 0.5 nm for a hydrated ion. There is a drop in the surface, is expressed as
electrostatic potential potential in this region fromC0

0 0at the surface to C at the IHP. It was proposed by DG 5 z FC 1 DG (24)IHP i,ads i IHP i,ch

Stern [15] that apart from the electrostatic attraction
0(repulsion) the ions situated at the IHP may be where DG is the total free energy of adsorptioni,ads

specifically (or chemically) adsorbed with a free and is divided into an electrostatic part, z FC , andi IHP
0energy of adsorption, DG . There are a limited a chemical part, DG . The electrostatic part corre-ch i,ch

Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the electrostatic potential as function of the distance from the surface according to the model by Stern.
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sponds to the elecrostatic energy needed to move the minerals, etc. On these materials the surface charge
charged ion from the bulk to the IHP. In this model density varies when changing the pH of the solution,

1the difference in adsorption properties between dif- the H ion therefore plays a very important role in
1ferent ions of the same charge, z , is due to a these systems. When counterions other than H arei

difference in the chemical part of the adsorption present in the bulk solution there is a mixture of
1energy. The competition for the available space in counterions and H ions both in the double layer and

the IHP is accounted for by using a Langmuir type of in the inner layers. We shall here only describe the
isotherm which is combined with Eq. 24 for describ- basis for the simplest version of a set of models
ing the total free energy of adsorption. Assuming which usually are called the surface complexation
that only counterions are adsorbed at the IHP, the models. The basis of this model is again an equation

1equation is: of the form of Eq. 22 for both the H and counter-
ion.2(z FC / RT )C IHPn ? K ? c ? e0IHP C,ch C,E The dissociation of an acidic surface group may be]]]]]]]]]n 5 (25)C,IHP 2(z FC / RT )C IHP represented as:1 1 K c ? eC,ch C,E

2 1where n is the surface concentration of counter- AHáA 1 H (27)C,HP
2ions (in mol /m ) at IHP, n is the monolayer0IHP

with a dissociation constant given bycapacity in the IHP, c is the bulk concentration ofC,E

counterions and where 2 1[A ] ? [H ]sH
]]]]0 K 5 (28)2(DG / RT ) aC,ch [AH]K 5 e (26)C,ch

2(z FC / RT ) 1C IHPSince the term c ? e is equal to the where [H ] is the hydrogen concentration at theC,E sH
volume concentration of counterions at IHP, Eq. 25 plane sH which is the adsorption plane of this ion.
is closely related to Eq. 22. Using the Stern model the constant K is related toa

A large amount of theoretical and experimental the chemical part of the free energy of adsorption.
work has been done to evaluate and refine the SGC According to the Boltzmann distribution in Eq. 3

1theory for the mercury–solution system. The re- [H ] is given by:sH
sulting theories become complex with a number of

1 1 2(FC / RT )sH[H ] 5 [H ] ? e (29)detailed assumptions about the properties of the ions sH E

and the solvent in the compact part of the double
1[H ] is the hydrogen ion concentration in the bulklayer, i.e. the region between the surface and the E

of the eluent and C is the electrostatic potential atOHP. For example, some theories account for a sH

the adsorption plane for the hydrogen ion. A corre-change in dielectric constant of the solvent (water)
1sponding equilibrium constant for, e.g. the Na ion isdue to high electrical fields at the surface. Ex-

1perimental results show that simple cations, Li ,
2 1

1 1 [A ] ? [Na ]sNaNa , K , etc. follow the simple G–C theory where- ]]]]]K 5 (30)Na2 2 [ANa]as the less hydrated anions, Cl , I , etc. often are
specifically adsorbed in the compact part of the 1 1where [Na ] is the concentration of Na ions atsNadouble layer. In contrast to the mercury–solution

its adsorption plane sNa which again is given by theinterface, the surfaces in neither chromatography nor
Boltzmann distributionin colloid chemistry are atomically smooth and there

1 1 2(FC / RT )is therefore no point in trying to give a detailed sNa[Na ] 5 [Na ] ? e (31)sNa E
description of the physical properties of the solvent
or ions situated in the innermost part of the double In this model the adsorption of the two ions to take
layer in these systems. place at planes which are at different distances from

Several models have been proposed to describe the the surface. The electrostatic potential at this plane,
adsorption of ions to charged surfaces of inorganic C , is consequently different from the potential atsNa

oxides such as SiO , TiO , Fe O , different clay the sH plane. However, since the surface usually not2 2 2 3
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1is atomically smooth, the location of the planes is not namic expression for equilibrium is applied to Ag -
geometrically well defined. ions the following equation is obtained;

By combining the set of Eqs. 28–31 the following 0 0
m (w) 1 RT ln c (w) ? g (w) 5 m (s)Ag Ag Ag Agequation can be obtained:
1 RT ln a (s) 1 FDC (33)Ag 01K [ANa][H ]H E 2(F(C 2C ) / RT )sH sNa] ]]]]K 5 5 ? e (32) 0 01e where m (w) and m (s) are the chemical potentialK [HA][Na ] Ag AgNa E
in the standard state in water solution and in the solid
state, respectively; a is the activity of the adsorbedAn additional assumption usually made in the differ- Ag

silver ion at the surface and DC is the difference inent surface complexation models is that the total 0

electrostatic potential between the solution and thenumber of sites per unit area is limited and equal to
2 surface of the AgI crystal. For a certain concen-[AH]1[A ]1[ANa].

1 1tration of Ag in the solution [Ag ] the netThese mass law and material balance equations pzc

charge of the AgI crystals is zero, the point of zerorepresents the simplest case of a number of different
charge (pzc). Thermodynamic equilibrium at thissurface complexation models (see Ref. [16] and
point gives thatreferences therein)). The difference between the

models lies in the description of the location of the 0 0
m (w) 1 RT ln c (w) ? g (w) 5 m (s)Ag Agpzc Agpzc Agvarious planes of adsorption and the electrostatic
1 RT ln a (s) (34)equations used to describe the relation between Ag,pzc

surface charge and surface potential. In some of the
Since an extremely small relative change in themodels the plane of adsorption of the hydrogen ion is
surface concentration of the silver ion is required tothe surface and for the counterions it is the IHP. The
establish an electrostatic potential, the activity of thedifferent models that have been proposed contain a
silver ions at the surface is the same on the chargednumber of parameters which in principle can be
and uncharged surface, i.e. a (s)5a (s) for allAg Ag,pzcadjusted to fit experimental data. In the study by
concentrations. This equality in combination withWestall and Hohl [16] it was concluded that many
Eqs. 33 and 34 gives Nernst equation, Eq. 35:combinations of the adjustable parameters could be

used to represent the experimental data. It was also c (w)g (w)RT Ag Ag
] ]]]]]DC 5C 5 ? ln (35)concluded that no unique description exists for 0 0 F c (w)g (w)Agpzc Agpzcchemical and electrostatic energies at the oxide

surface. Recently, Horst and coworkers adapted the The electrostatic surface potential as a function of
surface complexation theory to ion-exchange equilib- c (w) is determined from this equation by measur-Ag

ria [17,18]. They applied the model to describe the ing the silver activity in the solution with a Ag/
complete adsorption isotherm of metal ions in a AgCl-electrode and relate it to the activity at the pzc
multicomponent system on a weak cation exchanger. and a given silver concentration. It is important to be
The purpose of their work is not to describe chro- aware of that Nernst equation can only be used when
matographic retention and the model has therefore the relative change in surface concentration of the
not been compared with such data. ion which creates the surface charge is vanishingly

Another system which has been thorougly investi- small. The use of Nernst equation is therefore limited
gated in colloid chemistry is the AgI(s)–solution to surfaces where the ion which creates the surface
interface. When AgI crystals are placed in water a charge is a component of the surface lattice. Surfaces

1 2very small concentration of Ag and I exist in the which meet this criterion are called Nernstian sur-
1solution at equilibrium. A small shift in the Ag or faces.

2I concentration in the solution leads to small There are several other areas in surface and colloid
1 2changes in the surface concentration of Ag or I , chemistry where a lot of knowledge has been

respectively. The charge density on the crystal accumulated in the field of electrostatic interactions
surface can thus be varied by varying the con- in ionic systems. Some examples where electrostatic
centration of these two ions. When the thermody- interaction are of prime importance are: the prop-
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erties of ionic micelles; liquid crystals and polyelec- determine from experimental data. However, Sposito
trolytes; the adsorption of ions to the water–air (or [19] has presented a thermodynamic analysis which
oil) interface; stability of colloids etc. Micelles, describes how the thermodynamically correct value
proteins, adsorbed layers at the air–water interface for equilibrium constant of binding to the surface can
etc., belong to the category of ‘soft’ surfaces, i.e. be obtained from experimental data.The physical
where the charge is confined to a chemical group and meaning of various kinds of counterion-layers which
is part of a molecule which is localised on the have been used for hard surfaces becomes unclear
surface. Experimental results show that solutions of when used for ‘soft’ surfaces. In fact only a set of
the P–B equation describes the properties of these unknown constants are introduced which allows for
systems too. Specific interactions between the ions adjustment to the experimental data. For soft sur-
and the surface can easily be accounted for by faces there is a tendency in colloid and surface
introducing an equilibrium constant according to Eq. science to use a suitable solution of the P–B
22. The charge on these surfaces may protrude equation (e.g. the G–C theory), complemented with
somewhat from the surface and the counterion may a single binding constant to the surface according to
therefore penetrate somewhat in between the charged Eq. 22.
groups so that the plane of adsorption becomes There are limitations regarding the applicability of
closer than one atomic radius (Ref. [3], p. 737). It is the G–C theory and other solutions of the P–B
not possible to cover any of these areas in this equation. For example its use for divalent ions is
review paper and the interested reader is encouraged more restricted than for monovalent ions and for
to look into the literature for further details. higher charged small ions the model shall not be

used. It is also restricted to low and moderate salt
2.6. Concluding remarks concerning double layer concentrations and electrostatic potentials. When
models these criteria are not fulfilled a detailed description

of the inner part of the double layer must be
Double layer models have been applied to various introduced which is a difficult task from a physical

kinds of charged surfaces; ‘soft’ surfaces, smooth point of view. Despite all of the work done in this
hard surfaces and irregular hard surfaces, respective- area much remains until a consistent picture of the
ly. From the presentation it is clear that many physical properties of the inner part of the double
different models have been developed and that the layer can be given. Despite the above limitations,
details of each model reflect the physical properties solutions of the P–B equation have greatly con-
of the system under investigation. The common basis tributed to our understanding and quantitative de-
for all the discussed models is solutions of the P–B scription of the physical properties of charged bodies
equation, which for a planar surface is the G–C in contact with an electrolyte solution.
model, which assumes that the ions in the solution
are point charges and that they can reach up to the
surface plane.

3. Retention theory for ions: general
Experimental studies of the mercury–water inter-

considerations
face were some of the earlier and the most important
application of the G–C theory. The interpretation of
the experimental results led to the development of 3.1. A brief introduction to the physical meaning
different kinds of layers where the ions are situated. of the retention factor
Various double layer models have been applied to
describe the properties of charged irregular surfaces In column chromatography the retention of an
such as inorganic oxides. These models can to a eluite is characterized by its retention or capacity
large extent be considered as modifications of the factor, k. In textbooks the relation between the
models developed for the mercury–solution inter- retention factor and the distribution coefficient, K,
face. The complete models may contain many adjust- for the eluite to the stationary phase is usually
able parameters that are difficult to unambigously derived as:
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distance x from the stationary phase surface. FromcV V B,RR R
] ] ]]k 5 ? K 5 ? (36) Eq. 37 and the operational definition of the capacityV V c0 0 B,E factor, (t 2t ) /t , (t is the elution time for the eluiter 0 0 r

and t for the marker molecule) it can be shown that0Where V and V are the volume of the stationary andR 0 the expression for the capacity factor becomes, see
mobile phase in the column, respectively. This

e.g. Ref. [23]:
equation assumes that the eluite is distributed be-
tween two distinct phases and that each phase has a l

certain volume, V and V , respectively, and that the AR 0 s 0]k 5 E (exp(2DG (x) /RT ) 2 1) dx (38)eluite is distributed homogenously within the two V0
0phases. Furthermore, the experimental determination

of k requires that the marker molecule, which is used
where A is the surface area of the stationary phase.sto measure the column dead volume, does not
The value for l is such that it is situated in the bulkinteract with the stationary phase or penetrate into it,
of the mobile phase, i.e. DG(l)50. The integral ini.e. the marker molecule does not enter into the
Eq. 38 represents a sum of relative surface excessesvolume V during its migration through the column.R of the eluite over the distance from the planarFrom the discussion in previous sections it is clear
surface. This is illustrated for a hypothetical case inthat when an eluite ion interacts with a charged
Fig. 4 where the curve represents the concentrationsurface its concentration varies within the volume
of an eluite ion relative to its concentration in thedesignated as the resin or stationary phase. There-
bulk solution as a function of the distance from thefore, the prerequisite for using Eq. 36 are not
surface. The shaded area corresponds to the integralfulfilled and in order to describe eluite retention due
in Eq. 38. In the derivation of this equation it isto electrostatic interactions a more general interpreta-
assumed that the mobile phase is stagnant in thetion of the retention factor is needed.
region where interaction between the eluite and theIn the literature of chromatographic theory several
stationary phase surface occurs.formulations of the retention factor can be found

It is important to note that the experimental[20–24]. In this review a formulation adapted to the
determination of the retention factor depends on thecase when retention occurs because the eluite is held
properties of the marker molecule used to measurein a diffuse layer close to a planar stationary phase
the column dead volume. In Eq. 38 it is assumed thatsurface is presented. A complete derivation of the
the marker molecule has access to the same volumemore general equation can be found in Refs. [23,24].
as the eluite ions. If, on the other hand, it is assumedIn analytical applications of chromatography, the
that the marker molecule does not penetrate at alleluite concentration is low and it can be assumed that
into the volume designated as the resin or thethe adsorption isotherm of the eluite to the stationary
stationary phase, the retention factor is representedphase is linear.
by Eq. 39:Within the moving eluite zone the concentration of

the eluite ion, B, varies as a result of the interaction l

Awith the stationary phase surface. If it is assumed s 0]k 5 E exp(2DG (x) /RT ) dx (39)that the distribution is in equilibrium, i.e. the eluite V0
0concentration is Boltzmann distributed, the eluite

concentration at a distance x from the planar surface,
It can easily be shown that if the eluite is homoge-

c (x), is related to its concentration in the bulkB neously distributed between two distinct phases Eq.
phase, c , by the following expression:B,E 39 is reduced to Eq. 36, Eq. 39 is therefore a

generalisation of the commonly used interpretation02(DG (x) / RT )c (x) 5 c ? e (37)B B,E of the retention factor. For the evaluation of the
integral in Eqs. 38 or 39 the mathematical form of

0 0Where DG (x) is the standard free energy of transfer the interaction energy vs. distance, DG (x) must be
of the eluite from the bulk solution to a point at the known or assumed.
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Fig. 4. Concentration of a solute ion, c (x) relative to its bulk concentration, c , as a function of the distance from the surface. The shadedi i0

area corresponds to the integral in Eq. 38. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [58] with permission).

3.2. Stoichiometric vs. non-stoichiometric models metric and electrostatic models in more detail. In the
discussion we will use ion-exchange chromatography

In the previous parts of this review paper the of small ions as an example, the reason is that the
physical approach often used in surface and colloid system is relatively easy to discuss (i.e. a stationary
chemistry to describe the properties of charged phase with a constant charge density, an electrolyte
surfaces in contact with an electrolyte solution has with common inorganic salt and small eluite ions
been presented. It has been shown that solutions of which can be considered as point charges). Many
the P–B equation, with the GC model as an im- other techniques are more complex and show even
portant example, has greatly contributed to a quan- more ‘non-stoichoinetric’ properties, but the same
titative understanding of the behavior of many type of arguments can be applied to all techniques
different types of charged systems. Retention of ions involving electrostatic interactions.
in various forms of chromatography is governed by In the modern literature of analytical applications
the same types of principles and consequently solu- of ion (exchange) chromatography several formula-
tions of the P–B equation is a good theoretical tions of the ion-exchange equilibrium exists, how-
starting point. However, retention models based on ever, the exact meaning of the used formulation is
stoichiometric arguments are still dominating in the usually not discussed. This is in contrast to the early
field of analytical chemistry. Since misconceptions days of the development of this technique when there
regarding the theoretical treatment of electrostatic was more concern about the physical interpretation
interactions appear regularly, it is appropriate to of the ion-exchange process. In this section some
compare the theoretical background of the stoichio- possible interpretations of the stoichiometric ap-
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proach are discussed and compared with the general coefficient for individual ionic species is not measur-
knowledge obtained in colloid and surface chemistry able, equation of the form of Eq. 41 is physically
for electrostatic interactions. As will be illuminated correct. However, the equation is of no interest as
in the ensuing paragraphs, an examination of the long as the variation of the activity coefficients with
meaning of the stoichiometric approach leads to two the experimental conditions is unknown or can be
fundamental problems; first, the validity of its as- theoretically described.
sumptions for describing electrostatic interactions In most treatments no attempt is made to estimate
and, second, the problems connected with the inter- the activity coefficients in Eq. 41, instead it is
pretation of chromatographic retention using the usually assumed that the ratio of activity coefficients
stoichiometric approach. in Eq. 41 is constant. However, it has been known

The ion-exchange equilibrium between two cat- for a long time that this is not generally true as the
ions on a cation exchanger is sometimes written as: electrolyte concentration in the eluent phase changes

[7]. The reason for this can be understood from thez z z zB C B Cz B 1 z C –S(z )áz B –S(z ) 1 z C (40)C B C C B B thermodynamic theory for polyelectrolytes of Marcus
[10]. According to this theory the contribution fromwhere S is the charged surface group (monovalent)
electrostatics to the activity coefficients in the resinand B and C the eluite and the counterion, respec-
relative to that in the eluent is expressed as:tively, carrying charge z and z , respectively. TheB C

zliteral interpretation of this equation would be that Czg C VS–B RzC ]] ]]]]]]5 (42)one C ion is bound to z number of charged S DC gB 2(z FC (r) / RT )Bsurface groups as a complex and that a stoichio- E e dVR1 2
metric substitution takes place at the surface when VR

zBion B is added to the mobile phase. When we are zBzg B VS–C Rconsidering electrostatic forces in a medium of high ]] ]]]]]]5 (43)S DgC 2(z FC (r) / RT )dielectric constant (e.g. water), such an interpretation CE e dVR1 2is physically incorrect. The reason is that the forma-
VR

tion of complexes at the surface decrease the entropy
where C(r) is the electrostatic potential at a point rof the system too much, i.e. the system has a too
in the resin phase. Combining these two equations ithigh degree of order. Another way to express this is
is readily found that the ratio of activity coefficientsto say that the thermal energy of the ions is too high
in Eq. 41 is:for them to be bound as complexes by electrostatic

zBforces alone. Instead, as has been extensively dis- z 2z 2(z FC (r) / RT )C B CV E e dVR Rcussed in the previous sections, an electrical double S Dz zC Bg g VS–B C Rlayer exists close to the surface. ]]] ]]]]]]]]]5 (44)zz z CC Bg gThe equilibrium constant for the exchange ex- 2(z FC (r) / RT )B S–C BE e dVRS Dpressed by Eq. 40 is usually written as:
VR

z z z zB C C BS–B Ch j h j For the case when z 5z the ratio of activityB C]]]]]K 5 z z z zexc C B B CS–C Bh j h j coefficients is constant and equal to unity. However,
z zz z z z C BB C C B this is not so when z and z have different values,g gS–B Cf g f g B CS–B C

]]]]] ]]]5 ? (41)z z z z z z to illustrate this point we consider the case whereC B B C B CS–C B g gf g f g S–C B z 52 and z 51. Under this condition Eq. 44B C

where the hj brackets signify the activity, the squared becomes:
2brackets signify the concentration and g is thei

2(FC (r) / RT )E e dVactivity coefficient of respective species. Instead of RS D2
g gmaking the literal interpretation of species bound as VS–B C R
]] ]]]]]]]5 (45)2complexes to the stationary phase, Eqs. 40 and 41 g g 2(2FC (r) / RT )B S–C V ?E e dVR Rare discussed in terms of the activity of the species in

Va resin phase. Except for the fact that the activity R
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3a ratio which can not a priori be considered to be m ) and varying concentrations of divalent ions in
3constant. Since V 5e 1?dV , Schwarz’s inequality the eluent phase (0.1, 1 and 10 mol /m ) is presentedR R

(see Section 2.2, Eq. 17) can be applied for this in Table 1. In order to make a comparison with a
particular case and we obtain that stoichiometric model, we are forced to assign a

certain volume for the resin phase. In one of these
2 328 2

2(FC (r) / RT ) calculations this is assumed to be 2?10 m /mE e dVRS D ˚2 stationary phase surface, i.e. equivalent to a 200 Ag g VS–B C R ˚]] ]]]]]]]5 # 1 (46) thick resin phase, and in the other it is 50 A thick,2
g g 2(2FC (r) / RT )B S–C respectively. Table 1 shows the mean concentrationV ?E e dVR R

of the different ions in the assigned resin phase andVR

also the value of an apparent stoichiometric constant
The physical interpretation of this inequality is that for distribution of the divalent ion between the
the mean concentration of the divalent ion in the phases. It is clearly seen that the predictions from a
resin phase, relative to that of the monovalent ion, stoichiometric approach fails, e.g. when the con-
generally will be higher than what is predicted from centration of divalent ions increases the value of the
pure stoichiometry. This example illustrates that the stoichiometric constant decreases reflecting the
polyelectrolyte theory of Marcus is a good starting changes in the ratio of activity coefficients. Table 1
point for investigating under which conditions the also shows that the values strongly depend on the
assumption of constant activity coefficient ratio is assumed volume of the resin phase which illustrates
reasonable. More theoretical as well as experimental that an unambigous designation of a resin phase
work are needed to investigate the properties of Eq. volume can not be done in this case.
44 and its applicability to ion-exchange systems. In the stoichiometric approach it is sometimes

A numerical example illuminate some of the stated that the reaction scheme in Eq. 40 implies that
aspects discussed above. Consider a ion-exchange the exchange of ions takes place with mathematical
system consisting of a planar negatively charged exactness, i.e. when one divalent ion is entering into

2surface (charge density 20.02 C/m ) in contact with the ‘resin’ phase, electroneutrality in this phase
a solution consisting of a mixture of mono and requires that exactly two monvalent ions leave the
divalent cations and monovalent anions. By using ‘resin’ phase. This argument is generally not true;
numerical methods the Poisson–Boltzmann equation the reason is that in the resin phase the concentration
can be solved for this system [25]. The result for a of co-ions to the surface charges increases when the
constant concentration of monovalent ions (10 mol / ionic strength in the eluent phase increases. The data

Table 1
1 21 2 1 21The mean concentration of C , B and D , respectively, in the ‘resin phase’ ([S–C ], [S–B ] and [D] , respectively), calculated by aR

a,bnumerical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation

˚200 A thick resin phase
1 21 2 1 21 2[C ] [B ] [D ] [S–C ] [S–B ] [D ] KR exc

3 3 3 3 3 3(mol /m ) (mol /m ) (mol /m ) (mol /m ) (mol /m ) (mol /m )

10 0.1 10.2 46.6 32.3 7.5 14.9
10 1 12 24.5 44.4 9.6 7.4
10 10 30 14.2 58.3 27.1 2.9

˚50 A thick resin phase
10 0.1 10.2 157.5 129.8 2.0 5.2
10 1 12 68.1 175.4 3.8 3.8
10 10 30 26.7 203.5 18.5 2.9

a 21 3The calculations are made for different bulk concentrations of B (0.1, 1 and 10 mol /m , respectively) keeping both the bulk
1 3 2concentration of C (10 mol /m ) and the surface charge density (20.02 C/m ) constant.

b K is the apparent stoichiometric exchange constant calculated from Eq. 41.exc
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in Table 1 also illustrates this fact since the mean distribution of the fixed charges in space is of
concentration of the anion in the resin phase in- importance for the type of model that can be used to
creases when the concentration of divalent ion describe the ionic distribution in the stationary phase.
increases. Therefore, when discussing retention theories for

From the preceding discussions regarding the small ions, a distinction between two types of
physical background of the electrostatic interaction it stationary phases must be made; (i) phases where the
is clear that the arguments leading to the mass action fixed charges can be considered to be situated at a
law do not apply to ion-exchange chromatography. surface and (ii) phases where the fixed charges form
Although this has been recognised for many years it a random three-dimensional network, i.e. a gel. For
was only recently demonstrated that this model gives the former case, physical models for the description
inconsistent experimental results [26]. Stoichiometric of the ionic distribution based on the Poisson–
models based on the mass action law shall therefore Boltzmann equation are well developed and fairly
be considered as empirical models and will therefore well understood. The geometrical distribution of
not be further discussed in this review paper. This charges is less defined in the gel type of phases,
does not in any way mean that empirical approaches therefore the corresponding retention theories are
to ion-exchange equilibria are not valuable. On the less exact. Still, as shown in Appendix A, it is
contrary, they have contributed greatly to our under- possible to formulate a retention theory which is
standing of the subject. Furthermore, many systems more or less independent of the geometry and
are so complex that data fitting based on mul- therefore holds for both types of phases. The gel type
tiparametric retention equations from stoichiometric phases dominated during the early development of
models is sometimes necessary for practical descrip- ion-exchange chromatography. The corresponding
tion of measured retention data. theories for ion-exchange chromatography treated the

electrostatic component in terms of Donnan potential
to which the effect of swelling was added. Although

4. Ion (exchange) chromatography of small ions the types of stationary phases used in modern
analytical applications of ion-exchange chromatog-

4.1. Introduction raphy have changed, the Donnan potential approach
or the stoichiometric ion-exchange theory are still

When applying the previously treated theories to frequently used.
analytical ion-exchange chromatography it is appro- In analytical applications of ion-exchange chroma-
priate to discuss the chromatography of small and tography two aspects of retention are of interest: (i)
large ions separately. The reasons for this is that How is the capacity factor of an eluite ion affected
small eluite ions can be considered as point charges by the concentration of the eluent salt? and (ii) How
and that in analytical applications their concentration is the selectivity between two eluite ions affected by
can be assumed to be small enough to not disturb the the type and concentration of the eluent salt? In the
electrostatic potential gradient created within the following sections, the theories that have been
column packing by the fixed charges and the ions proposed to answer these two questions are dis-
constituting the eluent. However, this idealisation cussed. Several models exist which in a more or less
can not be made for large ions, e.g. proteins, because acceptable way answer the first question. The second
the size of the eluite becomes important and the question is much more difficult and a brief summary
interaction involves the overlap of the double layers of the different attempts to explain the selectivity
associated with both the protein and the stationary differences are collected in a separate section.
phase. Clearly, there is a diffuse border between In analytical applications of ion-exchange chroma-
cases of small and large ions and theoretical models tography the concentration of the eluite is usually
for these intermediate cases are still scarce. very small compared to the other ion(s). In the

Previously we discussed the physical properties of ensuing sections we will therefore restrict the discus-
charged surfaces in contact with an electrolyte sion to the linear part of the adsorption isotherm for
solution. This discussion shows that the geometrical the eluite ion. In many other areas where ion-ex-
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change chromatography is used, e.g. in chemical on the properties of both the eluent ions and the
engineering, this is not the case. In this area the goal stationary phase [38], respectively. It was recognised
of most of the theories has been to describe the early that there is an order of preferred affinity for
complete exchange adsorption isotherm. This is a both cations as well as anions to conventional ion-
much more complicated issue which will not be exchange stationary phases. For a strong acid cation
treated here. exchanger the following affinity sequences are often

found [8]:
4.2. Experimental results for ion-exchange

1 1 1 1 1 1 1Ag . Cs . K . NH . Na . H . Li4chromatography of small ions

and
The main purpose of a theory is to, in a consistent

2121 21 1 21 21manner, explain experimental data obtained under Ba . Pb . Ag . Sr . Ca . Ni
well-defined and controlled conditions. It is therefore

21 21 21 21 21 1
. Cd . Cu . Co . Zn . Mg . Cs .very important to compare the theoretical predictions

with experimental results. When discussing theoret- For a strong anion exchanger the experimentally
ical models, a natural starting point is therefore to found affinity sequence is usually:
show the general behavior of experimental data.

22 2 2 2 2 2SO . HSO . I . NO . Br . ClMany investigations have been performed in order 4 4 3

2 2 2 2to study how retention of an eluite ion varies as a . HCO . HSiO . F . OH .3 3
function of eluent salt concentration and how the
selectivity is influenced by various parameters [26– These sequences are not absolute and especially the
37]. From a physical point of view, there is an sequence for anion exchange vary widely [39]. The
important difference between these two types of affinity order on weak cation or anion exchangers is
investigations. When studying variation of the similar to those for strong exchangers, the exceptions

1 2capacity factor with the concentration of salt in the are the H and OH ion, respectively, which have
eluent, the physical parameter that is measured is the distinctly higher affinity to weak exchangers. A
change in total standard free energy of transfer of the general trend in both cation and anion exchange
eluite ion between the eluent and the resin phases, chromatography is that divalent ions have higher
with changing eluent salt concentration. On the other affinity to the stationary phase than monovalent ions.
hand, selectivity studies measure the difference in This effect is usually called electroselectivity [39]
this total standard free energy of transfer, between and is easily explained from both the Donnan and the
two different eluites. double layer models, vide infra.

Experimental data for the capacity factor of an A classical subject in colloid chemistry is the
eluite as a function of salt concentration in the eluent study of the influence of type and concentration of
is usually plotted in the form: salt on the critical coagulation concentration of a

colloidal sol. It is worth noting that there are stronglog k 5 2 s log[c ] 1 constant (47)C,E similarities between the physical effects of different
where s is a constant and c is the mobile phase salts on coagulation and the affinity sequence inC,E

concentration of the counterion to the charged groups ion-exchange chromatography. The effect of valence
on the stationary phase. An example of experimental on the critical coagulation concentration is in colloid
data plotted according to Eq. 47 is shown in Fig. 5, chemistry known as the Schulze Hardy rule [3] and
the plots usually show good linearity. The slope, s, is corresponds to the electroselectivity concept. In
usually found to be close to the ratio z /z , where z colloid chemistry there are many processes where theB C B

is the charge of the eluite and z the charge of the properties of different ions of the same valency areC

counterion. When the net charge of any of the ions important. A series resembling to the affinity se-
involved in the ‘exchange’ process is higher than quence ion-exchange chromatography is the lyot-
three, the value of s may depart significantly from ropic or Hofmeister series for coagulation. For
the z /z ratio, the ratio will in these cases depend anions this series is [3]B C
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2Fig. 5. Plots of log k vs. log [C ] for NaOH eluents of different concentration. The column used was Dionex HPICAS5A. (The figure isB

reprinted from Ref. [37] with permission).

2 2 2 2 2 2 2CNS . I . Br . Cl . F . NO . ClO derived Eq. 6. This equation describes the distribu-3 4
1 1tion of Na and K between the eluent and the resin

whilst for cations it is phase. An assumption often made is that the con-
1 1 1 1 1 centration of co-ions to the charged surface groups isCs . Rb . K . Na . Li

negligible in the resin phase [39]. For dilute solu-
1and tions and when the eluite ion, in our case the K

21 21 ions, is in trace amounts electroneutrality in the resinCa . Mg
1phase requires that the concentration of Na in the

In colloid and surface chemistry these series are resin phase, c , is equal to the concentration ofNa,R
sometimes ascribed to the influence of the ions on sulfonate groups and has therefore a constant value,
the water structure. A more appropriate explanation C . Using this assumption Eq. 6 becomes:R
seems to be their relative affinity to interfaces [4].

z / zc g g c K NaK,R K,E Na,R Na,R
]] ]] ]]]5 S Dc g g cK,E K,R Na,E Na,E4.3. Application of the Donnan potential model to

z / zion-exchange chromatography K NaCR
]]5 K (48)S Dg cNa,E

As a starting point for the discussion of the
Donnan potential approach we use the previously where K represents the quotient of the differentg
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activity coefficients. For an arbitrary eluite ion, B, readily explained by electrostatic arguments in, e.g.
and counterion, C, this assumption gives Eq. 49 as a the Donnan model. For eluite ions of equal charge
generalised form of Eq. 48: the selectivity between different eluite ions is attribu-

ted in the Donnan model to differences in the activityz / zc g g c B CB,R B,E C,R C,R
]] ]] ]]]5 quotient coefficient K , Eq. 49. In the earlier de-S D gc g g cB,E B,R C,E C,E

velopment of theories for selectivity the desire for
z / zB CCR thermodynamic rigor was great. Experiments were]]5 K (49)S Dg c carried out to correlate the activity coefficients withC,E

other quantities which are accessible by independentIntroducing the traditional definition for the capacity
measurements. Classical work in the field of thermo-factor, Eq. 36 into Eq. 49 the following expression
dynamics of ion-exchange was made by Glueckauffor log k is obtained
[40], Myers and Boyd [41,42] and others [43–48]. Itz / zB sV ? C zR R B is in this context important to remember that activity]]] ]log k 5 log 1 log K 2 ? log cS D g C,EV z0 C coefficients are strictly empirical quantities and as

(50) soon as theoretical explanations are put forward the
introduction of activity coefficients does not makeComparison with the experimentally obtained rela-
any contribution to the solution of the problem.tion, Eq. 47, shows that Eq. 50 correctly represents
Thermodynamics alone can therefore not be used toexperimentally obtained log k vs. log c plots.C,E
gain information concerning the actual value of K ,gThere are two problems associated with this
and to explain selectivity the Donnan based modelstheoretical approach. First, the assumption of zero
must be complemented with a molecular model.concentration of co-ions in the resin phase, i.e. Eq. 9

On a molecular scale there are probably severalis zero, is in principle never met in practice. Second,
physical mechanisms which causes selectivity;the Donnan model is valid only when the electro-
• the size of the eluite ion; the size is of importancestatic potential is equal at each and every point in the

because it determines the distance of closestresin phase. These assumptions are analysed in detail
approach for the pure Coulombic interactionin Section 2.2 where it is shown to lead to incorrect
between the fixed resin ions and the eluite ions.results in the calculation of the mean concentration
Since cations usually are stronger hydrated thanof both the counter and co-ion in the resin phase.
anions, the size of the hydrated ion in these casesThe strength of the previously presented analysis
is the principal parameter. In the model by Pauleyby Marcus is that it is based on a minimum of
[49] selectivity is explained solely by differencesassumptions and that it applies to any geometry of
in size. Reichenberg [50] considered both the sizethe resin phase. It is this authors opinion that further
and the free energy of solvation as factors causinginsights into the complex problem of ion-exchange
selectivity. Another aspect of the influence of thechromatography can be gained from this approach.
size of the ion on selectivity is proposed in theAn example is outlined in Appendix A which
model by Gregor [51,52] where counterions withdiscusses the retention of an eluite ion as a function
the larger molar volumes are preferentiallyof salt concentration in the eluent. From the treat-
squeezed out from the resin phase by the osmoticment follows that the experimentally found retention
pressure in the resin.dependence of salt concentration for a monovalent

• specific (or chemical) interaction between theeluite ion can be explained for almost any geometry
eluite ion and the fixed ionic groups. This is oneof the resin phase. To the authors knowledge the
of the corner stones in the rather elaborate modeltheory of Marcus has not previously been used in the
by Harris and Rice [53,54].field of ion-exchange chromatography.

• the polarisability of the ion, a higher polarisability
4.4. Selectivity: a brief discussion gives a stronger attraction to the fixed ions by

charge-induced dipole interaction.
The chromatographic selectivity caused by differ- • the van der Waals interaction between the resin

ences in eluite charge, i.e. electroselectivity, is phase and the eluite ion. This interaction is
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probably of great importance for selectivity be- model followed by a discussion of the model by
tween different organic ions. Cantwell.

• the interaction between the eluite ion and eluent
ions adsorbed in the resin phase. This effect has ˚4.5.1. The double layer model by Stahlberg
been proposed by Bokx and Boots [55,56] as the ˚In the model by Stahlberg [58] the effect of
principal factor causing selectivity. electrolyte concentration in the eluent on the capacity
For the selectivity between organic ions two factor is described. The model is based on the Gouy–

additional factors are important; (i) the hydrophobic Chapman (G–C) theory complemented with the
effect (i.e. the structuring of water molecules around possibility for specific adsorption of both the eluite
a hydrophobic molecule) and (ii) the hydrophobic and the eluent counterions to the stationary phase
interaction (i.e. the unusual strong interaction be- surface. The specifically adsorbed counterions are
tween hydrophobic molecules in water). located in the same plane as the fixed charges where

This list indicates that many physical effects give the electrostatic potential is C , see Fig. 6. The0
rise to chromatographic selectivity between ions. It is specific binding of both types of ions to the station-
therefore a very difficult task to quantitatively in- ary phase is described by an association constant
clude all of them (and possibly other effects as well) according to Eq. 22. Beyond this plane, the ion
in one single model. A tremendeous amount of work concentration of non-specifically adsorbed counter-
has been performed also in surface and colloid ions is assumed to follow G–C theory. It is assumed
chemistry to investigate the origin of the lyotropic or that the concentration of eluite ions is negligible
Hofmeister series, a series which has the same origin compared to the concentration of eluent ions, i.e. the
as selectivity. For example, a review paper from ion-exchange process takes place under trace con-
1985 by Collins and Washabaugh [57] on this subject ditions. This implies that the eluite ion distribution is
lists over 900 references. Also in this field the origin determined by the potential profile created by the
of the affinity sequence is under debate and it is eluent ions and the charged stationary phase. For a
generally recognised that there is insufficient knowl- particular combination of stationary phase surface
edge of the physical chemistry of concentrated and type of eluent salt, changes in retention with the
electrolyte solutions to explain its cause. electrolyte concentration in the eluent is consequent-

ly due to an altered electrostatic potential profile in
the double layer.

4.5. Application of double layer models to ion- According to this model the retention of an eluite
exchange chromatography ion is due to accumulation of the ion in the double

layer, k , and possibly also due to specific ad-DL
When the chemically bound charges, which com- sorption to the surface, k , i.e. the capacity factorADS

prise the stationary phase, are ordered so that they on can be divided into two parts
a molecular scale can be considered as situated on a

k 5 k 1 k (51)two-dimensional surface, the previously discussed DL ADS

double layer models become applicable to describe Where k is the contribution from accumulationDLthe retention of ions in ion-exchange chromatog- and k due to specific adsorption. Let us firstADSraphy. For chemical engineering purposes the previ- consider the contribution from accumulation. In
ously mentioned model by Horst and coworkers Section 3.1 the mathematical treatment of the capaci-
[17,18] is one electrostatic model. We will here focus ty factor for distance dependent interactions is
on analytical applications and the two double layer discussed and it is shown there that Eq. 38 describes
models that have been proposed in this area: the k . In this model it is assumed that:DLmodel developed by Cantwell and coworkers and the

0˚ ˚model by Stahlberg. The model by Stahlberg is DG (x) 5 z FC(x) (52)B
conceptually easier and follows from a straightfor-
ward application of the previously discussed princi- where C(x) is the difference in electrostatic potential
ples. We therefore begin with a presentation of this between a point at distance x from the surface plane
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˚Fig. 6. A schematic illustration of the double layer model for ion-exchange chromatography of small ions according to Sahlberg. A
1 2 1negatively charged surface is in contact with a solution containing eluent sal C D and an eluite ion B . The model uses the electrostatic

potential profile C(x) which is calculated from the G–C theory. Ions situated in the plane of the surface charges may be specifically adsorbed
to the surface.

and the bulk solution (where the potential is set to Chapman theory implying that the ‘chemical’ en-
zero). We therefore obtain that vironment for the eluite ion, e.g. water structure,

hydration etc., in the double layer is the same as inl

A the bulk solution.s 2(z FC (x) / RT )B] s dk 5 E e 2 1 dx (53)DL V The capacity factor due to specific adsorption,0
0 k , is accounted for by introducing an associationADS

In this model C(x) is calculated from the Gouy– constant, K , according to Eq. 22. It is importantch,B
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2(z FC / RT )to keep in mind that in this equation c (0) is the B 0i s ? K eA ch,Bs
] ]]]]]]‘local’ concentration of the eluite ion at the surface k 5 ?SV 2 z F0 Bplane, c (0). At this plane the concentration dependsB

lon the electrostatic potential at the surface plane, C ,0
2(z FC (x) / RT )Bs dand its bulk concentration, c , according to: 1E e 2 1 dx (57)B,E 2

0
2(z FC / RT )B 0c (0) 5 c ? e (54)B B,E In this model the selectivity between eluite ions is

due to different values of the association constant,
In Ref. [58] it is shown that the final results for kADS K . Also the difference in properties betweench,Bbecomes

different eluent salts are due to different association
2(z FC / RT ) constant, K . According to Eq. 57 the slope of aB 0 ch,Cs ? K eA ch,Bs log k vs. log c plot is influenced by the surface] ]]]]]]k 5 ? (55) C,EADS V 2 z F0 B concentration of fixed charges, the association con-

stant and the charge of both the analyte and the2where s is the density of free charges (in C/m ) on
eluent counterion, respectively.The validity of thethe stationary phase surface, i.e. it corresponds to the
model was tested by numerical evaluation of Eq. 57term [s] in Eq. 22. This charge density is not
for different values of these parameters and plottingnecessarily equal to the total number of chemically
the result in a log k vs. log c plot. The theoret-C,Ebounded charges per unit area on the stationary
ically calculated curves are in good agreement withphase surface. The reason is that the counterions to
the general experimental observation, i.e. the plotsthese charges, constituting the eluent, may also bind
are linear with a slope close to the quotient z /z . ItB Cspecifically to the surface, reducing the effective
was furthermore demonstrated that the slope onlycharge density. In the model this effect is corrected
slightly depends on the properties of the eluite ion,for by again using Eq. 22, this time c (0) means thej eluent counterion and the properties of the stationarycounterion concentration at the surface plane, c (0),c phase.which is calculated analogous to Eq. 54. Assuming

that the sum of [s] and [is] corresponds to the
4.5.2. The double layer model by Cantwell et al.maximum surface concentration of specifically

In the retention model by Cantwell and coworkersbound counterions on the surface, a Langmuir type
[59] the following description for the charged sur-adsorption isotherm is obtained for the counterions.
face–electrolyte system is used. The plane of closestIt is shown in Ref. [58] that under these assumptions
approach for non-adsorbed counterions is the OHPthe charge density of free charges is
(see Fig. 7) where the electrostatic potential is C .OHP

s0 Between the charged surface groups and the OHP]]]]]]]]s 5 (56)
2(z FC / RT )C 0 there is a compact part of the double layer and1 1 K c es dch,C C,E

beyond OHP there is a diffuse double layer. The
where s is the total surface concentration of bound electrostatic potential at the surface, C , is related to0

charged groups on the stationary phase surface (in C via the capacitance of the compact part of theOHP
2C/m ) and K is the association constant for double layer, C . No electrolyte counterions, C,ch,C 1

binding of the eluent counterion to the surface. In all penetrate into the compact part and the capacitance
these equations the electrostatic potential at the of this layer is therefore constant and independent of
surface plane,C , is a parameter for which the the electrolyte concentration. In the model, the0

numerical value depends on the parameter s. Eq. 56 electrostatic potential at OHP, C , as a function ofOHP

is therefore not a closed form equation but can be the electrolyte concentration in the eluent is calcu-
solved numerically by using the relation between C lated according to the Gouy–Chapman theory.0

and s from the Gouy–Chapman theory [58]. Retention of eluite ions is, as in the model by
˚The final equation for the capacity factor is the Stahlberg, considered to take place under trace

sum of Eqs. 53 and 55 conditions. In contrast to the eluent counterions, the
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Fig. 7. A schematic illustration of the double layer model for ion-exchange chromatography of small ions according to the model by
Cantwell and coworkers. The value for C is calculated from the properties of the double layer, which reaches up to OHP, and the0

capacitance of the compact layer, C . Retention of an eluite ion is governed by adsorption in the compact layer or by an ion-exchange1

process taking place between the diffuse double layer and the bulk of the eluent.

eluite ions may penetrate into the compact layer. In in the diffuse layer. Cantwell writes for the retention
this layer they are considered to be specifically due to accumulation in the compact layer:
adsorbed and experiencing the electrostatic potential VR 2(z FC / RT )B 0]C , i.e. the potential at the plane of the surface k 5 ? K ? e (58)0 ADS ch,BV0charges. Retention is due to both adsorption of the
eluite ion in the compact layer and to ion-exchange In order to use Eq. 58 it is necessary to calculate the
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value for C as a function of the surface charge the ion-exchange in the diffuse double layer is the0

density, s , and the electrolyte concentration in the principal mechanism responsible for the retention.0

eluent. For low surface potentials the following
relation is used (for higher C values the exact 4.6. Summary and concluding remarks concerningOHP

equation from the Gouy–Chapman theory is used): models for retention of small ions in ion-exchange
chromatography

s constant ? s0 0
] ]]]]C 5 1 (59)]0 Three models for the dependence of retention onC c1 C,Eœ

eluent salt concentration have been discussed; the
Donnan model and two models based on the diffuseThe ‘constant’ includes only physical constants and
electrical double layer. The strength of the Donnanits value depends on the units which are used. The
approach is that it does not specify a certain geome-capacitance of the compact layer is estimated from
try for the stationary or resin phase but only requiresthe dielectric constant of the eluent (water) and its
that retention is due to accumulation in the stationarythickness is set to be equal to the radius of the
phase. The weakness, as is demonstrated through thehydrated eluit ion. s is determined from the ion-0

use of the Marcus theory for polyelectrolytes, is thatexchange capacity of the column stationary phase
it requires the electrostatic potential to be constantand its area.
throughout the volume designated as the stationaryIn the model by Cantwell the retention of the
phase. Furthermore, the experimentally observedeluite ion due to accumulation in the diffuse part of
retention equation, Eq. 47, can only be derived fromthe double layer is described as an ion-exchange

6 6 the Donnan model if it is assumed that the co-ionprocess between B and C taking place between
concentration in the resin phase is zero.the diffuse layer and the eluent. The resulting

The two diffuse double layer models discussed, onexpression for k for univalent electrolyte ions asDL

the other hand, require that the fixed charged groupswell as eluite ions is
bound to the stationary phase can be considered to be

A s smeared out on a two-dimensional plane. This as-s 0
]] ]]k 5 2 K ? (60)DL IEXV Fz c sumption is acceptable when the charged groups are0 B C,E

bound to a surface and when the radius of the
where K is a stoichiometric exchange constant stationary phase pores are greater than 4–6 DebyeIEX

and s is the surface charge density of the stationary lengths. The advantage of these models is that when0

phase. As previously, the resulting capacity factor is this assumption is fulfilled, the models contain more
obtained by adding Eqs. 58 and 60. information than the Donnan model regarding the

Cantwell and coworkers performed experiments influence of various parameters on retention. There
with a styrene–divinylbenzene copolymer adsorbent are important differences between the two double

˚which was chemically modified on the surface with layer models. In the model by Stahlberg the selec-
either sulfonate or quarternary ammonium groups, in tivity is due to different adsorption properties of the
both cases the surface charge density was low eluite ions to the stationary phase surface. In the

2(,0.01 C/m ). By studying the capacity factor of model by Cantwell and coworkers selectivity is due
various organic univalent ions as a function of eluent to both an ion-exchange process taking place in the
salt concentration, the authors were able to obtain the double layer as well as different adsorption prop-
individual contributions of each of the processes erties. Another difference is that in the model by

˚described by Eqs. 58 and 60, respectively. The Stahlberg the diffuse double layer reaches up to the
reason is that the ion-exchange process (Eq. 60) is plane of the fixed charges while in the model by
inversely proportional to c while the adsorption Cantwell there is a few Angstrom thick compactC,E

process has a more complex ionic strength depen- layer separating the plane and the diffuse layer. This
dence, i.e. given by a combination of Eqs. 58 and 59. leads to different expressions for the dependence of
By performing a numerical fitting of the experimen- retention on eluent electrolyte concentration.
tal data to the theoretical equations, it was found that In Appendix A a fourth model is presented. This
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model is based on Marcus analysis for polyelec- concentration of the amphiphilic ion varies, is due to
trolytes and can to some extent be considered to be a a distribution of an ion pair between the two liquid
generalisation of the other three models. This model phases. The name ion pair chromatography derives
has the same advantages as the Donnan model but it from this early application. When the liquid layer
does not suffer from its weaknesses. The only was substituted by covalently bound alkyl groups,
additional assumption used is the additivity law for the ion pair model still influenced the formulation of
polyelectrolytes with added salt to the solution, the retention mechanism. Without implications for
which holds very well for a 1:1 salt. the actual mechanism of this chromatographic mode,

The models for explaining selectivity differences the term ion pair chromatography (IPC) for the
are briefly discussed. The physical mechanism technique and pairing ion (IP-reagent) for the am-
behind selectivity is very complicated, there is phiphilic ion will be used in this paper.
therefore no single model which can comprise all the The theory for IPC became a controversial subject
parameters that are necessary to describe this com- and many theories have been proposed. Following

´plex phenomenon. More knowledge about the prop- Melander and Horvath [69] the theories can be
erties of concentrated polyelectrolyte solutions and divided into two categories; stoichiometric theories
the properties of the innermost part of the double (e.g. [64,65,69–71]) and non-stoichiometric theories
layer is still needed to understand the physical cause (e.g. [59–63,71–82]). The stoichiometric models are
of selectivity. based on modifications of the ion pair extraction

model and they have provided an easy-to-understand
picture of solute retention for many analysts and

5. Ion pair chromatography have promoted the practical use of IPC. Several
review papers treating stoichiometric models have

5.1. Introduction to ion pair chromatography been published [83–86]. Three of the non-stoichio-
metric models use solutions of the P–B equation to

The most frequently used chromatographic tech- describe the role of elecrostatics on retention in IPC.
nique today is reversed-phase liquid chromatography The name given for each of these models is [67]:
(RPLC) in which a polar mobile phase in combina- Liquid partition double layer model [76,77], Surface
tion with a hydrophobic stationary phase is used. The adsorption, diffuse layer ion-exchange double layer
stationary phase usually consists of porous silica model [72–75] and Surface adsorption double layer
particles which have been chemically modified by model [78–82].
attaching an alkyl group to the surface silanol This chapter is intended to be an introduction to
groups. In RPLC the retention of an eluite is these three models and as complementary reading
regulated by varying the relative amount of water Refs. [67,92] are recommended. In Ref. [92] a more
and a water miscible organic solvent, e.g. methanol detailed presentation of the theory of the surface
or acetonitrile. For ionic compounds an additional adsorption double layer model and comparison with
mode for retention regulation has been developed, experimental data is found. This reference also
the technique is based on the addition of amphiphilic provides further details on how this theory can be
(surface active) ions to the mobile phase. A number formulated to be used in practical work. Ref. [67] is
of different names have been proposed for this a readable review paper by Weber, Cantwell and
technique, e.g. ion interaction chromatography [63], coworkers discussing non-stoichiometric theoretical
soap chromatography [64], dynamic solvent gener- models for IPC. To get an overview of practical
ated ion-exchange chromatography [65], ion pair applications in IPC the reader is referred to a recent
chromatography [66], ion-modified RPLC [67]. review paper by Gennaro and references therein [87].

Ion pair chromatography was early applied to LLC Before going into the details of each model some
(Liquid Liquid Chromatography), in which a hydro- basic concepts which are more or less common to the
phobic liquid layer coated the inert silica support three models will be treated.
[68]. In this application it can be assumed that the Since the surface layer of the bonded phases is

˚change in retention of the eluite ion, when the very thin (e.g. ,20 A for a C phase [88]) it is the18
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surface properties of the layer, and not its bulk mation it can be assumed that the adsorption of the
properties, which is of importance for the distribu- IP-reagent does not change any other property of the
tion of ionic species between the polar mobile and stationary phase than its electrostatic potential.
the nonpolar stationary phase. The physical reason is The capacity factor of an eluite ion in absence of
that the energy required to transfer a charged species an IP-reagent can be related to its standard free

0from a medium of high to a medium of low dielectric energy of adsorption, DG ,according to:B

constant is high. Therefore, charged hydrophobic
02(DG / RT )Bk 5 f ? e (61)species, e.g. alkylsulfonates or alkylsulfates which 0B

usually are used as IP-reagents, are oriented at the
where the subscript zero denotes that the concen-interface so that the charged part of the molecule
tration of IP-reagent is zero. When the IP-reagent isremains in the polar phase and the hydrophobic part
adsorbed an electrostatic surface potential is created.try to penetrate into the hydrophobic medium, see
Assuming that the plane of adsorption of the eluiteFig. 8. The IP-reagent is therefore adsorbed at the
ions is the same as for the adsorbed IP-reagent, theinterface between the stationary and mobile phase 0free energy of adsorption, DG , of the eluite ions isBcreating a charged surface, while the inorganic
changed tocounterions form a corresponding diffuse layer. This

0 0implies that the IP-reagent creates an electrostatic DG 5 DG 1 z FC (62)t,B B B 0
surface potential, C , and that the magnitude of this0

potential is primarly determined by the surface where z is the charge of the eluite ion and C is theB 0

concentration of the IP-reagent. As a first approxi- electrostatic surface potential created by the adsorbed

Fig. 8. An idealised picture of the electrical double layer in reversed-phase ion pair chromatography. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [92]
with permission).
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Table 2
aThe capacity factor for different analytes with tetrabutylammonium as IP-reagent

1A Phenol Benzene- Naphtalene- Bupivacaine Etidocaine Bensyltriethyl 1,5-Naphtalene 1-Naphtol-
(mM) sulfonate 2-sulfonate ammonium disulfonate 3,6-disulfonate

j d n ^ h g l

0 5.94 0.82 10.0 42.7 28.8 5.88 – –
0.10 5.45 1.58 19.8 20.1 13.9 3.03 0.79 1.13
0.25 5.55 2.08 27.2 15.4 10.7 2.32 1.45 2.05
0.50 5.41 2.70 36.5 11.2 7.8 1.66 2.75 3.86
1.00 6.28 4.39 57.2 – – 1.43 6.37 8.79
2.00 6.05 5.75 78.7 6.7 4.4 0.96 13.1 17.5
4.00 5.76 7.16 99.5 4.3 3.1 0.53 24.2 31.7

a Experimental conditions: mobile phase, acetonitrile–water (10:90); phosphate buffer pH52.1.

IP-reagent. The parameter which determines C at htalenesulfonate), two negative divalent ions (1,5-0

constant eluent ionic strength is the surface charge Naphtalenedisulfonate and 1-Naphtol-3,6-disulfo-
density, i.e. the concentration of charges on the nate) and three positive monocharged ions (Bupi-
surface. vacaine, Etidocaine and Bensyltriethylammonium

ion) [79]. The experimental system consists of an
RP-18 column and acetonitrile–phosphate buffer

5.2. Experimental behaviour (pH52.1) 10:90 as eluent phase. The data in Table 2
show that when the concentration of tetra-

It is appropriate to start the discussion with some butylaminonium ion increases in the eluent, the
examples showing the typical experimental behav- retention of an uncharged eluite is unchanged, the
iour found in IP-chromatography. Many parameters retention of negatively charged ions increases and
influence the retention of an eluite ion, the ensuing decreases for positively charged ions. Thus, the
treatment is limited to three of them; (i) the con- addition of an ion pair reagent to the mobile phase
centration of the IP-reagent in the eluent, (ii) the has a characteristic influence on the retention of
type of IP-reagent and (iii) the mobile phase ionic eluites; it has generally a negligible effect on the
strength. retention of uncharged eluites, increases the retention

In Table 2 a typical example is shown for the of oppositely charged eluites and decreases the
influence of the concentration of the IP-reagent retention of eluites with the same sign of charge. To
(tetrabutylammonium ion, TBA) on the capacity illustrate the effect of the type of ion pair reagent,
factor for an uncharged eluite (Phenol), two negative experimental results for another IP-reagent, tetra-
monocharged ions (Benzenesulfonate and Nap- ethylammonium ion [79] are shown in Table 3 using

Table 3
aThe capacity factor for different analytes with tetraethylammonium as IP-reagent

1A Phenol Benzene- Naphtalene- Bupivacaine Etidocaine Bensyltriethyl 1,5-Naphtalene 1-Naphtol-
sulfonate 2-sulfonate ammonium disulfonate 3,6-disulfonate
j d n ^ h g l

0 5.94 0.82 10.0 42.7 28.8 5.88 – –
10 5.56 l.05 12.7 30.9 20.8 3.72 – –
20 5.50 1.24 14.4 27.3 18.6 3.21 0.42 0.62
40 5.30 1.34 15.8 24.2 16.6 2.68 0.62 0.82
80 5.29 1.52 17.7 22.1 15.2 2.30 0.81 1.03
120 5.00 1.60 17.2 20.5 14.1 2.06 0.86 1.05

a Experimental conditions: mobile phase, acetonitrile–water (10:90); phosphate buffer pH52.1.
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the same eluites and experimental conditions as in IP-reagent concentration, the retention of oppositely
Table 2. Comparison between the two tables shows charged eluites decreases with increasing eluent ionic
that, to obtain the same retention shifts, a much strength. For similarly charged eluites it is found that
higher eluent concentration of tetraethylammonium the retention increases with increasing ionic strength.
ion than TBA is required. The parameters discussed above are just a few

Many examples can be found in the literature examples of parameters that can be varied in IP-
regarding the effect of eluent ionic strength on the chromatography. Other variables are pH, type of
retention of charged eluites at a constant ion pair RP-column, type and concentration of organic modi-
reagent concentration (see e.g. Refs. [80,81,90,91]). fier, type of salt in the eluent, respectively. A more
Some typical examples are shown in Fig. 9 where detailed and complete presentation and analysis of
retention data for negatively charged hydroxybenzoic the influence of these parameters on retention in IP
acids [91] are plotted as a function of ionic strength chromatography is found in Ref. [92]. The ex-
at constant eluent concentration of a positively perimental results presented here shall be considered
charged IP-reagent. The displayed data are from van as representative for the change in retention with the
de Venne et al. and the experiments were performed chosen parameters. Under extreme conditions, e.g.
on a RP-18 column with a phosphate buffer (pH57) very high surface concentration of IP-reagent, high
and a constant concentration of hexylamine (9.2 organic modifier content of the mobile phase etc.,
mM). It can be seen in the figure that, at a given deviations from the presented behavior may occur.

Fig. 9. Capacity factor for dissociated carboxylic acids as a function of ionic strength (I) of the phosphate buffer mobile phase (pH57) at a
constant concentration of hexylamine (9.2 mM). Data were measured by van de Venne et al. [91] using a LiChrosorb RP-18 column.
Solutes: n53,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid; x54-hydroxymandelic acid; *52,4-dihydroxybezoic acid; h5mandelic acid. The dashed line is
the theoretical slope. For other experimental conditions, see Ref. [91]. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [91] with permission).
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5.3. Surface adsorption double layer model for to 4 mM TBA in the mobile phase, the capacity
reversed-phase ion pair chromatography factor for naphtalene-2-sulfonate increases by a

factor of 10 (k510.0→99.5) and for bupivacaine it
Of the three models using solutions of the P–B decreases by the same factor (k542.7→4.3). These

equation for describing electrostatic effects, the are just a few examples demonstrating the validity of
surface adsorption double layer model has been most Eq. 63, many other examples can be found in the
extensively studied and experimentally tested [78]. literature. Deviations from these simple rules may
This model has the same theoretical foundation as occur at high surface concentration of the IP-reagent.
the previously treated double layer model for ion- A possible explanation is that there is competition

˚exchange chromatography developed by Stahlberg. for the limited surface area between the IP-reagent
In this section the basic theory of this model is and the eluite ion, an effect that can easily be
briefly discussed and compared with the experimen- included in the model [81]. The agreement between
tally found behavior presented above. this theory and experimental results implies that

The capacity factor in the presence of the con- under the conditions which IP-chromatography is
centration c of IP-reagent in the eluent, k , is used, changes in the surface potential modulate thec,B

obtained by combining Eqs. 61 and 62: retention of ions. Strong deviations from these rules
indicates that other retention mechanisms also are

2(z FC / RT )B 0 operating.k 5 k e (63)c,B 0,B

Another consequence of Eq. 63 is that it is the
In the derivation of this equation it is assumed that surface concentration of IP-reagent, and not the type
the chemical part of the free energy of adsorption is of IP-reagent, that determines the retention changes,
unchanged by the presence of adsorbed IP-reagent. when other eluent parameters are kept constant. This
Furthermore, the usually small contribution to the was also found experimentally for a series of
capacity factor from accumulation or depletion of the alkylsulfates [71] and alkylsulfonates [93] used as
eluite ions in the double layer region is neglected. IP-reagents at constant ionic strength in the eluent
This equation implies that the retention increases for phase. An example is shown in Fig. 10 where the
eluite ions with opposite charge as the IP-reagent, capacity factor of positively charged adrenaline is
and that it decreases for similarly charged ions. From shown as a function of the experimentally measured
the equation also follows that the relative increase surface concentration of butyl-, hexyl-, and octylsul-
(decrease) in capacity factor for homovalent oppo- phonate pairing ions, respectively. It is seen that
sitely (similarly) charged eluites is the same for all although the pairing ions have different chain length,
eluites upon adding the IP-reagent. The equation also the same surface concentration results in identical
states that for divalent eluites the relative increase eluite retention, i.e. creates the same electrostatic
(decrease) is equal to the square of this factor. For surface potential. In practice, it is the eluent con-
example, if the capacity factor doubles for a mono- centration of the IP-reagent that is controlled by the
charged eluite upon adding the IP-reagent, all other chromatographer and not its surface concentration.
eluites with the same charge also double their These two are related through the adsorption iso-
capacity factor. Under these conditions the capacity therm of the IP-reagent to the stationary phase
factor for divalent ions increases with a factor of four surface. Of the three discussed models, the surface
and all monovalent eluites with the same sign of adsorption double layer model is the only model that
charge as the IP-reagent will halve their capacity incorporates an adsorption isotherm into the retention
factor. Furthermore, the retention of an uncharged theory.
eluite, z 50, should be unaffected by the presence The free energy of adsorption of the IP-reagent is,B

of the IP-reagent in the eluent. in analogy with the discussion above, divided into a
Comparison of these theoretical predictions with chemical part and an electrostatic part. Physically

experimental data (c.f. Table 2) shows that there is in this means that the electrostatic potential created by
general a very good agreement. For example, when the IP-reagent must be included in its own adsorption
eluent concentration of TBA is increased from zero isotherm. The adsorbed IP-reagent will electro-
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Fig. 10. Capacity factor (k) data for adrenaline as a function of stationary phase concentration (n ) sodium (n) butyl-, (d) hexyl-, and (h)A

octylsulphonate pairing ion. The data are obtained at constant ionic strength (175 mM) of the phosphate buffer (pH52.1) mobile phase on
an ODS-Hypersil column. See Ref. [89] for experimental details. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [91] with permission).

statically repel itself from the surface so that a In practice, the non-linearity of the adsorption iso-
non-linear relation between eluent and stationary therm, due to the limited monolayer capacity, is not
phase concentrations are obtained. The simplest detected for surface concentrations below 0.3n0

adsorption isotherm is the surface potential modified while the non-linearity due to the electrostatic repul-
linear isotherm: sion is significant at much lower surface concen-

trations.2(z FC / RT )A 0n 5 n K c ? e (64)A 0 A A By making several well defined mathematical
where n is the surface concentration of the IP- approximations in the equations used in the surfaceA

reagent, c its eluent concentration, n the monolayer adsorption double layer model it is possible toA 0

capacity of the stationary phase and K the associa- understand and describe the experimentally foundA

tion constant to the stationary phase. In Eq. 64 the behavior presented in the previous section [92]. It
product n K c is a linear adsorption isotherm and can be shown that the retention of an eluite ion can0 A A

the exponential term accounts for the electrostatic be approximated by the following equation:
repulsion which gives rise to the non-linearity.

2 z z n K cA B 0 A AAs the surface concentration increases, the area ]]]F S]]Dln k 5 ln k 1 lnc,B 0,B 2 kaccessible for additional molecules decreases and the (z 1 1)B

molecule finds it more and more difficult to find an 2Fadsorption site. This effect is taken into account in ]]1 ln 1 1 (66)S D GRT´ ´0 rthe Langmuir adsorption isotherm which in combina-
tion with the effect of the electrostatic surface This equation is obtained from the electrostatically
potential forms the surface potential modified Lang- modified linear adsorption, isotherm, Eq. 64, the
muir adsorption isotherm: electrostatic surface potential as a function of surface

charge density, Eq. 20, combined with the capacity2(z FC / RT )A 0n K c ? e0 A A factor as a function of electrostatic surface potential,]]]]]]]n 5 (65)A 2(z FC / RT )A 01 1 K c ? eA A Eq. 63 [92]. A closer inspection of the equation
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shows that it semiquantitavively can describe the complemented with a model in which the heterogeni-
experimental behavior discussed in the previous ty of the stationary phase surface is considered [96].
section. E.g.; This implies that the chemical part of the free energy

The eluent concentration and type of IP-reagent of adsorption is not assumed to take one single
mainly influence the eluite retention through its value, instead a range of values is assumed.
surface concentration which in turn is governed
by the association constant, K , in Eqs. 64 and 66. 5.4. Surface adsorption, diffuse layer ion-exchangeA

This implies that molecules with a lower associa- double layer model
tion constant to the stationary phase require
higher eluent concentrations to induce a certain From both a conceptual and practical point of
retention change. view this model is more complex than the previous.
An increasing eluent salt concentration increases The basic assumptions are the same as in the already
the shielding of the surface charges and therefore presented ion-exchange model of Cantwell and co-
lowers the electrostatic surface potential. The workers. Its application to ion pair chromatography
lowering of the surface potential means that the is, however, not straightforward and a rather compli-
electrostatic repulsion of the IP-reagent from the cated and elaborated procedure has been developed
surface decreases, this allows for a further in- in order to determine all the unknown constants. It is
crease of the surface concentration of IP-reagent. not possible to give a detailed presentation of all
The increase of IP-reagent surface concentration theoretical and practical aspects of the theory in this
only partly compensates the decrease in C paper, the purpose is to present the general picture0

caused by the salt. This is quantitatively described only and to point out some difficulties. A short
for low surface potentials by Eq. 20, while for description of the evaluation procedure can be found
higher potentials it can be obtained from, e.g. the in Ref. [75] which should be complemented with the
Gouy–Chapman theory. In Eq. 66 the influence of information given in the Appendix in Ref. [72]. The
eluent salt is included in the k-term, defined by evaluation procedure can be divided into two parts;
Eq. 19. For oppositely monocharged IP-reagent (i) the calculation of the surface potential, C and (ii)0

and eluite ion, respectively, this leads to a slope the calculation of the capacity factor of an eluite ion
21/4 in a ln k vs. ln I plot. The experimentally as a function of mobile phase ionic strength. In order
found behavior closely follows this theoretical to use the model the following data are necessary: (a)
prediction as shown in Fig. 9 where the dotted a family of adsorption isotherms of the IP-reagent,
line represents the theoretical slope. each isotherm is measured at constant mobile phase
In the surface adsorption model it is assumed that concentrations of electrolyte and (b) retention data

retention of an eluite ion is due to adsorption to the for the eluite ion for the same sets of IP-reagent and
stationary phase surface only, the effect of accumula- electrolyte concentrations, respectively.
tion in the double layer is therefore neglected. For the calculation of C the main difference0

Numerical calculations show that the accumulation between Cantwells ion-exchange model and the
usually can be neglected for k values higher than corresponding IP-model is that the fixed charges, c.f.0,B

0.5 [92]. The effect of accumulation of eluite ions in Fig. 7, are absent and substituted by the IP-reagent
the double layer can be taken into account for by ion. The adsorbed IP-reagent is therefore located at
adding the integral in Eq. 53, or by using a simplified the interface between the stationary and eluent phase,
algebraic solution [92], to the original version of the respectively, creating a charged surface and an
model. electrostatic surface potential. For a given mobile

The adsorption isotherm in Eq. 63 was recently phase ionic strength, the surface potential is related,
applied to the determination of the chromatograph- through e.g. Eq. 59 to the surface concentration of
ically accessible surface area of RP surfaces [94] and charges and the capacitance of the empty compact
also for the description of peak shapes of charged part of the double layer. However, the experimental-
eluites under overloading conditions [95]. The sur- ly obtained isotherm is not exactly equal to the
face adsorption double layer model has later been surface concentration of ions, the reason is a deple-
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tion of IP-reagent ions close to the surface. This This model is complex and requires an extensive
depletion is primarly of importance when the column data set for its evaluation and comparison with
phase ratio is high in combination with a low affinity experimental retention data. It is therefore very
of the IP-reagent to the stationary phase surface. The difficult to compare the previously presented ex-
depletion is related to the potential at OHP and perimental data with what is predicted from this
therefore an iterative procedure is needed to simul- theory. The theory has been experimentally tested

1taneously solve for the surface charge density and [74] with TBA as IP-reagent and p-nitrobenzene-
2

C . An important requirement for the evaluation sulfonate (NBS ) as eluite ion using a C -RPOHP 18

of experimental data is the knowledge of the activity column. For mobile phase ionic strengths less than
1of the IP-reagent in the mobile phase. This is 0.1 M the activity of the TBA ion was calculated

¨ ¨obtained from the Debye–Huckel theory or from from the Debye–Huckel theory and for higher ionic
literature data. As a result different mobile phase strengths it was obtained from the literature. From
compositions of IP-reagent and electrolyte, respec- numerical fitting of the experimental data to the
tively, may give the same activity of the IP-reagent. model, the authors concluded that in this particular
In the next step in the evaluation procedure it is system the retention was mainly due to ion-exchange

1assumed that compositions of equal IP-reagent ac- in the double layer between the TBA counterion
2 2tivity create the same surface potential. The argu- (Cl ) and NBS , the numerical value for the stoi-

ment for this assumption derives from the previously chiometric ion-exchange constant was evaluated to
discussed Nernst equation, Section 2.6. Cantwell and 221610.
coworkers plot the surface concentration of the IP-
reagent, n , as a function of its activity in the mobile 5.5. The liquid partition double layer modelA

phase. From this family of plots a certain activity is
chosen. For each chosen activity, the set of equations In the liquid partition double layer model by
are formulated so that linear plots are expected when Weber the RP surface is assumed to be a bulk liquid
1/n is chosen as the ordinata and a function in which the eluite and IP-reagent ions are dissolved.A

containing C and C as abscissa. From the slope The model therefore considers the partitioning of theOHP 0

and intercept of this plot the value for the capaci- ions as taking place between two bulk liquid sys-
tance, C , and C may be obtained. After this tems. As an example we consider the case where1 0

2 1procedure the surface potential as a function of the sodiumoctylsulfonate (OctSO Na ) is added to a3

activity of the IP-reagent in the mobile phase has system consisting of a polar mobile phase and a
2been obtained. non-polar liquid phase. The OctSO ions tend to3

Retention of the eluite ion is assumed to be the dissolve preferentially in the non-polar phase while
sum of two processes; (i) adsorption to the same the sodium ions tend to remain in the polar mobile
plane as the adsorbed IP-reagent ion described by phase. This must cause the non-polar phase to be
Eq. 58; (ii) an ion-exchange process in the diffuse negatively charged with respect to the bulk of the
double layer, characterised by a stoichiometric ex- mobile phase. Therefore, in general, there is an
change constant according to Eq. 60. Since C is excess electrical charge on one side of the interface,0

known (from the previous analysis) as well as the which in view of the electroneutrality condition has
properties of the stationary phase, each of these to be compensated by an excess of opposite charge
equations contains only one unknown parameter, on the other side, see Fig. 11. The excess of
K , and K , respectively. Furthermore, the ionic electrical charge creates an electrostatic potentialch,B IEX

strength dependence of the two equations are differ- difference between the bulk of the two phases and an
ent from one another. The final step in the analysis is accompanying potential profile in the region close to
to plot the retention of the eluite as a function of the the interface, see Fig. 11. For further reading con-
electrolyte concentration in the mobile phase. The cerning some aspects of electrochemical phenomena
value for each of the unknown parameters is ob- at liquid–liquid interfaces the reader is referred to a
tained by numerical fitting of this curve to the sum of review paper by Samec [97].
Eqs. 58 and 60. Weber studied two different geometries; in one
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Fig. 11. A schematic presentation of the liquid partition double layer model for ion pair chromatography and the electrostatic potential
profile generated by negatively charged ion pair reagent ions. In this model both the ion pair reagent and the eluite ion are considered as
being distributed between two liquid phases.

case the pore of the stationary phase is treated as an RP-layer is obtained by solving the P–B equation or
infinitely long cylinder of radius R where the silica its linearised form in each layer. The solution for
surface constitutes the wall. Inside this cylinder each layer is connected by using a set of boundary
another central cylinder cavity of radius a is situated conditions which must be satisfied at the interface.
representing the stagnant mobile phase. The RP-layer The tendency for each ion in the system to be
is represented by the difference between these two solvated in respective phase is considered in the P–B
giving it the thickness R2a. In the second case the equation by introducing a standard free energy of
pore is considered to have a ‘sandwich’ geometry transfer between the two phases. The limited volume
with two planar parallel silica walls separated by a in the RP-phase for sorption of the IP-reagent is
distance 2R. The thickness of the RP-layer is again taken into account by using a volume based analog
denoted R2a so that a represents one half of the of the electrostatic potential modified Langmuir
thickness of the mobile phase layer. The distribution adsorption isotherm, Eq. 65. From these calculations
of the IP-reagent between the mobile phase and the Weber obtains the electrostatic potential profile from
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the middle of the pore up to the wall created by the is therefore not possible to make a comparison
IP-reagent, the calculations allows the pore wall, at between the model and the data shown in Fig. 9.
R, to have a net charge even when no IP-reagent is
added. 5.6. Concluding remarks concerning ion pair

The capacity factor for an eluite ion is in principle chromatography
obtained by taking an integral of the form of Eq. 38
over the mobile phase and the stationary phase The models for IP-chromatography which in the
volumes, respectively. From the theoretical electro- most consequent way have adopted the surface
static profile in the pore Weber calculated a volume science view to describe the retention process are the
weighted average potential difference between the three models treated above. The surface adsorption
two phases, DC. The model was tested by comparing double layer model is the model which has been
the model predicted value of DC with an experimen- most extensively tested against experimental data
tally measured value. The latter value was obtained and its formulation has also been adapted to practical
by making the tetraphenylarsonium–tetraphenylbo- use. Since the accumulation of the eluite ion in the
rate reference electrolyte assumption (see e.g. Refs. double layer region is neglected, the model can not
[98–100]) which relies on the assumption that in the be used for accurate description of the retention for
absence of electrostatic potential differences the eluites with low capacity factors, k ,0.3, in the0,B

solubility of these two ions is the same in two absence of the IP-reagent [92]. In a previous review
phases. As a consequence of this assumption the [67] it was pointed out that the surface adsorption
capacity factor for these two eluites is expected to be double layer model depends on the validity of the
the same in the absence of elecrostatic effects. When electrostatic modified adsorption isotherms. Ex-
electrostatic effects are present Weber made the perimental data show that for RP-stationary phases
assumption that the potential profile integral in Eq. this isotherm will be obeyed for the most commonly
38 can be substituted by DC so that used IP-reagents. However, for stationary phases

other than RP-silica this may not be true and need to
kRT f B be separately investigated.4

] ]]DC 5 ln (67)2F k The experimental testing of the surface adsorption,f As4

diffuse layer ion-exchange double layer model has
Comparison of the theoretically predicted DC values been focussed on the determination of the composite
with the experimentally measured values showed adsorption isotherm of the eluite ion and the IP-
similar trends and the observed deviations were reagent using SDVB-based [59–61] or a silica based
attributed to a significant contribution from fixed C -phase [73–75]. The main difference between18

charge sites on the silica surface. this model and the surface adsorption double layer
There is a similarity in basic properties between model can be summarised as follows:

this model and the surface adsorption double layer • The model requires a large experimental data set
model. Even though the physical meaning of the and the evaluation procedure is complex, involv-
electrostatic potential difference between the station- ing, e.g the knowledge of the activity coefficient
ary phase and the mobile phase is distinctly different of the IP-reagent in the mobile phase.
in the two models, both use Eq. 63 for the capacity • The model does not include any theoretical
factor. Therefore, there is a good agreement between adsorption isotherm for the IP-reagent to the
predictions from the liquid partition double layer stationary phase surface. Instead the adsorption
model and the experimental data shown in Tables 2 isotherm is experimentally measured.
and 3. Furthermore, in agreement with the data • The model assumes the existence of an empty
shown in Fig. 10, the model will predict that the compact part in the double layer with a capaci-
same stationary phase concentration of different IP- tance determined from experimental data. The
reagents will give the same retention. However, the electrostatic potential at the Helmoltz outer plane,
change in retention with changing salt concentration C , is related to the experimentally obtainedOHP

in the mobile phase is very complex in this model. It capacitance and to C .0
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• It is assumed that the IP-reagent is a potential the preservation of biological activity of the protein
determining ion, i.e. that C is constant provided during the ion-exchange process. Its importance has0

that the ionic activity of the IP-reagent in the further increased during the last decade with the
solution is constant, regardless of the ionic rapid developments in biotechnology. In this sepa-
strength of the eluent. As is discussed in the last ration technique the stationary phase consists of
parts of Section 2.5, this equation assumes a silica or a polymer to which charged functional
vanishingly small relative change in the surface groups are grafted. To minimise silanophilic or
concentration of the IP-reagent with varying hydrophobic interactions between the protein and the
mobile phase salt concentration. support matrix, the stationary surface is covered with

• Retention of the eluite ion is assumed to be due to a hydrophilic polymer layer. The mobile phase
both adsorbtion in the same plane as the adsorbed consists of a buffer solution and the retention of the
IP-reagent ions as well as to accumulation in the protein is modulated by adding an eluting salt. In
diffuse double layer. Retention caused by the most cases the separation is performed by gradient
former process is described in the same way as in elution with increasing salt concentration.
the surface adsorption double layer model and the The adsorption of proteins to solid surfaces is an
accumulation is described by a stoichiometric important topic in many scientific areas; in biology
ion-exchange constant between the eluent salt and the interaction between the protein and the cell
the eluite ion in the double layer. membrane is of fundamental interest; in medicine the
The liquid partition double layer model has not adsorption of proteins is of importance, e.g. for the

been applied to describe the retention behavior of biocompatibility of synthetic materials; in technical
eluites in IP-chromatography. It has been directed applications proteins are often used as emulsifiers
towards the understanding and measuring interfacial and/or stabilizers and protein adsorption causes the
electrostatic potential differences. In principle, the undesirable biofouling in, e.g food process equip-
advantage of this model over the other two is the ment. Despite the large amount of work performed to
inclusion of an electrostatic potential profile in the investigate protein adsorption, a quantitative descrip-
stationary phase layer. At the same time, however, tion of the processes governing the adsorption has
this is also the main problem in this model. The not been achieved. This is therefore an area of high
reason is that in a medium of low dielectric constant scientific activity in several branches and has been
the P–B equation does not hold because of the high summarised in a number of review papers [101].
correlation existing between the ions, i.e. what is In Section 2 the interaction between a charged
usually called ion pair formation. Another problem is surface and the ions constituting the electrolyte is
that Weber in the evaluation of the data calculated a discussed. The theoretical models for this system
volume averaged potential difference. As has been consider the electrolyte ions as well as the eluite ions
discussed in connection with the Donnan model, this as point charges interacting with a charged surface.
averaging procedure is not applicable for potentials When discussing the interaction between charged

¨for which the Debye–Huckel approximation is not macromolecules and a charged stationary phase in an
valid. electrolyte solution, both the size, geometric form

and the charge of the macromolecule must be
considered. Since globular proteins are the most

6. Retention models for ion-exchange important and most extensively studied eluites, the
chromatography of proteins ensuing discussion is focussed on retention models

for these. Retaining the assumption that the elec-
6.1. Introduction rolyte ions in the eluent are point charges, interac-

tions in the protein–electrolyte-stationary phase sys-
Ion exchange chromatography of proteins for tem can be considered as the interaction between two

preparative and analytical separation has been a oppositely charged bodies, which both are sur-
standard technique for many years. The popularity of rounded by an electrical double layer, taking place in
this technique is due to the easy methodology and to an electrolyte solution.
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The successful application of a solution of the oppositely charged planar surface. For this geometry
P–B equation to many areas in physical chemistry the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equation can be
makes it natural to use this approach also in the field solved albeit the calculations can only be done using
of chromatography of proteins. In colloid and surface a computer program [111,112]. In a series of papers
chemistry such theories have successfully been ap- Lenhoff and coworkers used numerical solutions of
plied to describe the interaction between charged this geometry to describe the protein–surface inter-
bodies in a variety of systems. In most cases, e.g. the action [113,114]. They found that the ionic strength
DLVO theory [105,106], the sign of the charge of the dependence of adsorption of lysozyme and chymo-
two bodies is the same giving an elecrostatic repul- trypsinogen A to a charged quartz surface, was
sion between them. Theories for describing the equally well described by a charged sphere as a
situation in which the two bodies bear opposite sign model using the complete protein structure and
of charge, as in ion-exchange of proteins, have charge distribution. They have also found a good
mainly been neglected in surface and colloid science. correlation between the mean surface potential of a
Retention theories of charged macromolecules there- protein and its retention time in ion-exchange chro-
fore need new theoretical developments also from a matography [115].
physico-chemical point of view. This means that More recently Roth et al. [116] suggested that the
retention theories for charged macromolecules are linear superposition approximation for a charged
continuously developing and tested against ex- sphere and an oppositely charged surface can be used
perimental data and that little knowledge can be to describe the electrostatic interaction between a
gained from physical chemistry regarding the phys- protein molecule and the stationary phase. In this
ical behavior of these systems. approximation the basic assumption is that there is a

The solution of the P–B equation depends on the weak overlap between the double layers connected to
geometry of the chosen system. For the interaction the two bodies and it is therefore possible to
between two charged bodies in an electrolyte solu- calculate the potential at a given point in space by
tion the simplest possible geometry is the interaction adding the potentials created by each body separ-
between two charged parallel planar surfaces or ately. This approximation is mainly valid at long
slabs. Even for this simple case no closed form separation distances between the protein and the
solution of the P–B equation has been accomplished, surface. Another approach has been taken by Noin-
only the solution of its linearised form is available ville et al. who used the AMBER force field to find
[107]. Although the geometry is too idealised to be the elution order of a-lactalbumin and lysozyme in
applied to many real situations, this solution contains ion-exchange chromatography [117]. Before discus-
basic physical information about the principles of sing ion-exchange chromatography of proteins some
electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged general conclusions regarding protein adsorption to
bodies in an electrolyte solution. A short presentation solid surfaces will be summarised.
of the physical properties of the slab model and its
application to chromatography are presented in Sec- 6.2. Brief discussion of protein adsorption to solid
tion 6.3 and 6.5, respectively. surfaces

A retention model based on the slab model has
been shown to describe the change in retention of As has been pointed out by W. Norde [118]
proteins in ion-exchange chromatography as a func- protein adsorption can be viewed upon as the transfer
tion of salt concentration in the mobile phase [108]. of the protein molecule from the solution phase,
The ‘slab’ model has later been complemented with usually water–salt solution, to a phase where parts of
other physical properties, i.e. van der Waals interac- the environment of the molecule is close to or in
tions [109] and the effect of charge regulation [110]. contact with a solid-phase. In order to get some basic
There are still uncertainties regarding which geome- understanding of the physical processes which causes
try is best suited to describe ion-exchange chroma- protein adsorption the state of the protein molecule
tography of proteins. One possibility is to consider in these two environments must be considered. A
the protein as a sphere which interacts with an recommended review paper which treats the present
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physico-chemical view of protein adsorption is found hidden in the interior and, because the surface to
in Ref. [101]. volume ratio increases when the protein size de-

The structure of proteins is usually discussed at creases, the smaller molecules have a relatively
various levels where the amino acid sequence con- larger portion of hydrophobic parts on the surface
stituting the backbone is referred to the primary than larger molecules. For example, ribonuclease,
structure. This backbone adopts different conforma- lysozyme and myoglobin, with molecular masses
tions, e.g. a-helix, b-sheet or random coil, the so- between 13 700 and 17 800, have ca. 40–50% of the
called secondary structure. The tertiary structure is area covered with non-polar atoms [121]. The
the way the folded segments of the polypeptide chain charges of the protein molecule are mainly situated
are arranged in space. The globular proteins contain in the perifery and are surrounded by a diffuse layer
helix, pleated sheet and randomly structured parts of counterions on the aqueous side. These two
ordered into a compact structure in which 70–80% properties of protein molecules imply that when it
of the volume is occupied by atoms, a value which is interacts with a solid surface the most important
comparable to what is found in glasses and polymer factors are the hydrophobic effect and the electro-
crystals [119]. The major driving force for formation static interaction. Upon transferring the protein from
of the compact protein structure is the entropy the aqueous solution to the surface, the physical
increase of water upon dehydrating the hydrophobic properties of its environment are changed, which
side groups bound to some of the amino acids, i.e. may lead to structural rearrangements of the margi-
the hydrophobic effect. Both the a-helix and the nally stable protein molecule [122–124]. This may
b-sheet structures are characterised by hydrogen result in a decrease in a-helix or b-sheet content and
bond formation between the peptide units reducing a more random structure giving an increase of the
the rotational freedom and hence the conformational entropy in the adsorbed state. This entropy gain may
entropy of the protein by several hundreds of kJ /mol give a significant contribution to a spontaneous
[120]. protein adsorption.

Around the isoelectric pH of the protein, the
electrostatic interaction between the positively and 6.3. The interaction between two oppositely
negatively charged groups bound to the protein may charged bodies
contribute to a stabilisation of the compact structure.
Away from this pH the excess of charge leads to a The electrostatic interaction between two opposite-
net repulsion between the charges promoting an ly charged bodies in contact with an electrolyte
expanded structure. Other interactions which favor a solution is of fundamental interest in many areas.
compact structure are hydrogen bonds between Important insights into the phenomena which occurs
groups in the protein molecule and the van der Waals in such systems can be obtained from solutions of
interaction, however, these interactions are believed the P–B equation. In this section results from such
to have only minor effects on the structure of a calculations for the interaction between two oppo-
protein molecule in water [118]. From the discussion sitely charged planar surfaces or slabs and for the
above it can be concluded that the two major effects interaction between a charged sphere and a charged
which determine the stability of a protein in water planar surface are briefly discussed. As will be
solution are the hydrophobic effect, which promotes shown, the solution of the linearised P–B equation
a compact structure, and the decrease in rotational for these systems leads to results that are difficult to
mobility, which oppose this structure. These two obtain from an intuitive reasoning.
contributions tend to compensate each other and as a
result the tertiary structure of proteins is only 6.3.1. The electrostatic interaction between two
marginally stable in aqueous solutions. oppositely charged slabs

The hydrophobic side chains strives to minimise Consider a system consisting of two oppositely
their contact with the surrounding water and these charged planar surfaces in contact with an electrolyte
groups therefore prefer to be situated in the interior solution, see Fig. 12. When the surfaces are at an
of the protein. Not all hydrophobic chains can be infinite distance from each other there is an undis-
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where the work required is negative so that there is
an attraction between the slabs. Most of the attrac-
tion does not have pure electrostatic origin but is due
to the increase in entropy when ions from the two
double layers are released to the bulk electrolyte
solution. At a certain separation distance, L , them

free energy goes through a minimum and when the
two surfaces approach each other further, the free
energy increases strongly so that repulsion occurs as
the surfaces move closer to each other. This interest-
ing result shows that even for slabs carrying opposite
charges, there is an equilibrium distance between the
surfaces at which the free energy is minimum. The
explanation for this behavior comes from the differ-
ence in charge density between the two surfaces,
which require, in order to maintain electroneutrality,
the presence of electrolyte ions between the surfaces.
As the surfaces come closer than the equilibrium
distance, the volume available for these ions be-Fig. 12. A schematic view of the geometry of the slab model for

the electrostatic interaction between the charged protein and comes so small that the entropy decrease of these
stationary phase surface. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [108] ions offset the gain in energy.
with permission).

By setting the derivative of the right hand side of
Eq. 68 with respect to L to zero, we can express the
separation distance, L , for the free energy minimumm

turbed electrical double layer connected to each by
surface. As the two surfaces move towards each

2 s1 pother the two double layers start to overlap and there ] ]]L 5 ln when 2 s . sS Dm p sk sis a concomitant change in the free energy of the s
(69)system. Solving the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann 2 s1 p

] ]]L 5 2 ln when 2 s , sequation for the system, the specific work, i.e. the S Dm p sk sschange in free energy per surface area, DG /A ,es p

needed to move the surfaces from infinity to a From these equations it follows that the position of
distance L from each other is found to be: the minimum in the DG (L) /A curve is propor-es p

tional to the Debye length and to the logarithm of the2 2 2kL(s 1 s ) ? e 1 2s sDG (L) 1 p s s pes relative surface charge density on the two surfaces.]]] ]] ]]]]]]]]S D5 kL 2kLA k´ ´ e 2 ep 0 r When the surface charge densities are the same on
the two surfaces, the equations gives that L50 and(68)
no minimum in the curve occurs. Furthermore,

Here s and s , are the respective charge densities of inserting these expressions into Eq. 68, we cans p

the two surfaces, these values are assumed to be express the minimum value of the free energy as
constant and independent of the distance, L, between

2the surfaces. DG sm s
]] ]]5 when 2 s . sS D p sIn order to illustrate Eq. 68, the dependence of the A k´ ´p 0 r

specific work on the distance between the surfaces is (70)
2

scalculated at various ionic strengths and for a given DG pm
2 2 ]] ]]5 when 2 s , sS D p sset of conditions (s 50.03 C/m , s 520.16 C/m , A k´ ´p s p 0 r

and ´ 580 (water)) and shown in Fig. 13. Asr

expected, there is a range of separating distances, L, These equations show that at L , the strength of them
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Fig. 13. Plots according to the slab model for the Gibbs free energy per unit area, DG /A , as a function of the distance between the twop

oppositely charged surfaces, L, with the ionic strength as the parameter. The plots are obtained from Eq. 69 with ´ 580 and by settingr
2

20.16 and 0.03 C/m for the charge densities s and s , respectively. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [108] with permission).s p

interaction is entirely determined by the surface the sphere situated in the center of the sphere. The
carrying the lowest charge density and is indepen- interaction energy for this process can easily be
dent of the charge density of the other surface. obtained from the electrostatic potential profile

calculated from the Gouy–Chapman theory.
• The interaction between the charged planar sur-

6.3.2. The electrostatic interaction between a face and a hypothetical uncharged sphere of the
charged sphere and a charged surface same size and dielectric constant as the sphere in

The solution of the linearised P–B equation for a question. This interaction energy is positive, i.e.
system consisting of a charged sphere and a charged repulsive, because the sphere penetrates into the
planar surface is complex. We will show here that the double layer of the charged planar surface and
exact solution can partly be rationalised and phys- compresses it. The uncharged sphere also dis-
ically understood by using an approximative ap- places the counterions and creates a charge free
proach. For this purpose it is useful to divide the region. The repulsive energy increases when the
interaction process into three different components size of the sphere increases and when its dielec-
[111]. tric constant decreases.
• The interaction between the charged planar sur- • The interaction between the charged sphere and

face and a point charge of the same net charge as an uncharged planar surface. The effect is similar
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to that described above where in this case the role corresponding point charges interacting with the
of the surface and the sphere is interchanged. surface, in such cases the magnitude of the inter-
By summing the interaction energy for these three action is the same irrespective of the sign of the

separate interactions an estimate of the total inter- charge. Since the full and dotted curves are similar,
action energy is obtained. This is illustrated in Fig. the asymmetry between the curves in Fig. 14 reflects
14 where the interaction energy between a positively the influence of the two latter parameters on the total
charged planar surface and a positively and nega- interaction. It is interesting to note that also for a

˚tively monocharged 25 A sphere, respectively, vs. sphere interacting with an oppositely charged planar
the separation distance between the bodies, is de- surface a minimum in the interaction energy may
picted. The full curves are the interaction energy occur.
calculated from the exact solution of the linearised
P–B equation and the dotted lines are the result from
adding the three components. An important observa- 6.3.3. van der Waals interactions
tion is that, at a given distance, the repulsive energy Besides the electrostatic interaction, the interaction
for the similarly charged case is much stronger than between a charged macromolecule and a charged
the corresponding attractive energy for the oppositely surface is likely to entail van der Waals interactions.
charged case. This contrasts to the situation for In the well known DLVO theory the distance depen-

2Fig. 14. Gibbs free energy as a function of separation distance between a charged planar surface (s 50.0118 C/m ) and a monocharged 25p
2Å sphere (s 560.00204 C/m ). The full lines are calculated from the numerical solution of the linearized P–B equation and the dotteds

2 2lines are obtained from the summation procedure discussed in the text. (a) s 50.00204 C/m , (b) s 520.00204 C/m , (c) parameters ass s
210for line (a); (d) parameters as for line (b). Other calculation parameters are 1 /k 530?10 m; T5298 K and dielectric constant of the

solvent phase580 and for the sphere52. (The figure is reprinted from Ref. [111] with permission).
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dence of the interaction between colloidal particles is 6.4. Introduction to retention models for ion-
described as the sum of these two interactions. It can exchange chromatography of proteins
be shown that for the van der Waals interaction the
free energy change per unit surface area, DG /A , As is discussed above, the adsorption of proteinsvdW p

as a function of the distance between two slabs can to solid surfaces is mainly determined by the follow-
be approximated as: ing factors: (i) the electrostatic interaction, (ii) the

hydrophobic effect, (iii) van der Waals interactions
DG H and possibly also (iv) structural rearrangament of thevdW
]] ]]5 2 (71)2A protein structure. Since the surfaces used in ion-12pLp

exchange chromatography of proteins are covered
Where H is the Hamaker constant, its value depends with a hydrophilic layer the three latter effects are
on the dielectric properties of both the intervening minimised so that the electrostatic interaction domi-
medium as well as on the two slabs, its numerical nates.

220value is of the order 1?10 J. Unlike the double Also in ion-exchange chromatography of proteins
layer interaction, the van der Waals interaction is the traditional retention theory has been based on a
insensitive to variations in electrolyte concentration stoichiometric exchange of ions between the protein
and may be considered as constant. Since it is a and the counterions to the fixed charges on the
power law interaction, the van der Waals interaction stationary phase. This theory was first formulated by
always exceed any double layer repulsion at small Boardman and Partridge [125] and has since then
enough separation distances between the slabs. been used in several alternative formulations, all

The combined electrostatic and van der Waals based on stoichiometric concepts [126,127]. The
interaction is known to describe the long range result of this model is a linear dependence of the
interaction (i.e. separation distances .1 nm) in logarithm of the capacity factor on the logarithm of
systems studied in colloid and surface chemistry. At the concentration of counterions to the fixed station-
shorter separation distances between the two bodies ary phase charges. In such plots the experimental
these two interactions do not entirely explain the data indeed give linear relations with negative
experimentally measured values, the reason is the slopes, which in the model can be interpreted as the
structural behavior of the solvent remaining between number of binding sites between the protein and
the two approaching surfaces [1]. A detailed treat- stationary phase surface, A further modification of
ment of such a complex binding process has not yet the stoichiometric approach was taken by Cramer in
been accomplished and as a simplifying approach it which the possible effect of sterically hindered
is often assumed that all major features involved are exchange sites is included [128].
implicit in Eqs. 68 and 71. This means that the The retention model which use a solution of the
numerical value for the Hamaker constant is re- P–B equation (linearised) for describing chromato-
garded as an effective value and is therefore not graphic behavior of macromolecules is the slab
solely due to pure van der Waals interactions. The model for ion-exchange chromatography of proteins
overall free energy change for two interacting slabs, [108–110]. A summary of the results from the
DG , is expressed as the sum of the free energy utilisation of the solutions of the Poisson–Boltzmannt

change associated with electrostatic and van der equation for describing the retention properties of
Waals interactions: proteins in ion-exchange chromatography is pre-

sented in the next section. Two other nonstoich-
DG DG DGt es vdW iometric retention models for proteins in ion-ex-]] ]] ]]5 1A A Ap p p change chromatography have been developed by

2 2 2kL using the Manning ion condensation theory. In the(s 1 s ) ? e 1 2s s1 Hp s s p last section a summary of these theories is found as]] ]]]]]]] ]]S D5 2kL 2kL 2k´ ´ e 2 e 12pL0 r well as a presentation of the experimental data which
(72) have been evaluated according to these models.
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6.5. A retention model based on the solution of the separation distance curve, DG , it can be shown thatm

linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equation the integral in Eq. 38 can be approximated as:

`

A critical test for models of ion-exchange chroma- A s 2(DG(L ) / RT )]k 5 ?E se 2 1d dLtography of proteins is to compare the theoretically V0
0predicted and the experimentally obtained salt depen-

Adence for retention under various conditions, e.g. s 2(DG / RT )m]¯ ? d ? e (73)protein size and net charge, surface charge density of V0

the stationary phase etc. The simplest possible
where A is the surface area of the stationary phaseSgeometry for describing the electrostatic interaction
and V the dead volume of the column, d is the0between two charged macroscopic bodies is two
characteristic width of the adsorption layer and itsinteracting slabs. It was previously shown that
numerical value can be estimated from the model.solution of the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equa-
When the charge density of the stationary phasetion for this geometry results in simple algebraic
surface is higher than on the protein surface, theequations for the interaction energy. A basic assump-
charge regulated slab model gives that DG ismtion in Eq. 68 is that the charge density on the two

2surfaces is constant and independent of the distance sDG pm
]] ]]]]5 2 (74)between the surfaces, i.e. the charge density of the A k´ ´ (1 2 K )p 0 r ptwo slabs is independent of whether the two slabs are

far away or close to each other. However, as two where s is the protein surface charge density atp
oppositely charged surfaces approach each other, the infinite distance between the protein and the station-
electrical field from one surface penetrates the ary phase and K is a constant with a characteristicp
intervening salt solution and reaches the opposite value for a certain protein at a given pH value and
surface causing a change in the electrostatic potential eluent ionic strength. A thermodynamic analysis
on the respective surface. shows that its value is proportional to the slope of a

When ions in the intervening electrolyte bind pH titration curve of the protein so that its value
specifically to the surface, the change in surface increases when the change in protein charge per pH
potential may lead to a change in the surface charge unit increases.
density of that surface, e.g. hydrogen ions bind By combining Eqs. 73 and 74 an expression for
specifically to the acidic and basic groups on a the logarithmic capacity factor is obtained:
protein giving a pH dependent protein net charge.

2
s ? AThis effect is usually called charge regulation. In A dp p s

]]]]]]] ]]ln k 5 1 ln (75)S D]1 / 2ion-exchange chromatography of proteins, the pro- Œ VF(2RT´ ´ ) (1 2 K ) I 00 r p
tein net charge will therefore vary with the distance
between the protein and the stationary phase surface. For moderate changes in ionic strength, e.g. from
It can be shown that charge regulation causes an 0.05 to 0.5 M, the variation in ln (A d /V ) with ionicS 0

increase in the adsorption energy and that it is strength is small compared to the variation in DGm

possible to quantitatively correct for this effect by given in Eq. 74. Eq. 75 therefore predicts a linear
introducing a constant in the set of Eqs. 68–70. relation between the logarithmic retention factor and

Eq. 68 describes the free energy of interaction as a the reciprocal square root of the ionic strength of the
function of the separation distance, L, between the eluent. In Table 4 a large body of retention data
surfaces. As is discussed in Section 3.1, the thermo- obtained in ion-exchange chromatography of proteins
dynamic definition of the capacity factor involves the is summarised. The data cover a wide range of
integral of the exponential interaction energy over experimental conditions and was plotted as ln k vs.

]Œthe separation distance, L, Eq. 38 (x in Eq. 38 is the 1/ I, from the slope of the plots the net charge of
distance from the surface to a point, in Eq. 68 this is the different proteins, q , were estimated using thechr

equivalent to the distance between the surfaces). titrimetrically determined K values and fundamentalp

When there is a minimum in the free energy vs. physico-chemical constants. The ratio between qchr
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Table 4
Chromatographic conditions and calculated net charge of proteins, q , from chromatographic experiments and a comparison between qchr chr

and qtitr

Protein Eluent pH Stationary phase Eluting salt K q q /qp chr chr titr

Ovalbumin 5.5 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.77 25.6 0.58
6.0 SynChropak Q 300 NaCl 0.42 211.5 0.88
6.5 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.28 214.8 0.97
7.0 SynChropak Q 300 NaCl 0.31 213.8 0.81
7.5 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.15 216.0 0.89
7.8 Zorbax Bio Series WAX 300 (NH ) SO 0.08 214.7 0.784 2 4

7.8 Zorbax Bio Series SAX 300 (NH ) SO 0.12 212.5 0.664 2 4

8.0 SynChropak 0300 NaCl 0.09 218.5 0.96
9.6 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.57 213.0 0.59

Lysozyme 4.9 in-housemade WCX Ca(OAc) 0.33 17.5 0.712

6.0 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.12 19.9 1.104 2 4

6.0 Zorbax Bio Series SCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.13 18.4 0.934 2 4

6.4 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 NaOAc 0.13 110.2 1.18
6.4 Zorbax Bio Series SCX 300 NaOAc 0.12 19.7 1.12

Cytochrome c 4.9 in-housemade WCX Ca(OAc) 0.38 16.8 0.762

6.0 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.13 110.0 1.394 2 4

6.0 Zorbas Bio Series SCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.15 17.9 1.104 2 4

Ribonuclease 6.0 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.63 15.3 0.884 2 4

6.4 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.71 15.1 0.954 2 4

6.4 Zorbax Bio Series SCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.79 13.8 0.704 2 4

Myoglobin 6.0 Zorbax Bio Series WCX 300 (NH ) SO 0.50 14.9 1.024 2 4

b-Lactoglobulin 7.0 Synchropak SAX 300 NaCl 0.44 215.9 1.18
8.0 Synchropax SAX 300 NaCl 0.37 216.8 0.91

Bovine serum albumin 7.8 Zorbax Bio Series WAX 300 (NH ) SO 0.24 216.1 1.084 2 4

7.8 Zorbax Bio Series SAX 300 (NH ) SO 0.23 213.0 0.874 2 4

Human serum albumin 6.5 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.34 215.3 1.56
7.5 Mono Q (SAXI) NaCl 0.31 216.7 1.03
9.6 Mono Q (SAX) NaCl 0.8S 29.10 0.26

and the titrimetrically determined protein net charge retention more closely fitted the slab model and,
shown in the Table 4 indicates that the chromato- since the charge density of the stationary phase is
graphically measured protein charges compare well lower than on the proteins used, that the stationary
to those obtained from titrimetric experiments [110]. phase charge density calculated from the slab model
In conclusion, the slab model or its more developed agrees well with the experimentally measured value.
version, the charge regulated slab model, both very
well describe the salt dependence of protein retention 6.6. Retention models based on Manning
and they also give protein net charges in reasonable condensation theory
agreement with the titrimetrically determined net
charge. Two models have used Manning condensation

In an interesting work by Cai et al. [129] protein theory for describing the retention of proteins in
retention in mixed mode size exclusion and ion- ion-exchange chromatography [130,131]. Before
exchange chromatography was studied over a wide going into the details of these theories a short
range of ionic strength. The effect of ionic strength introduction to Manning condensation theory is
on retention of four different proteins was studied presented.
and the experimental results were compared with The purpose of the Manning condensation or the
predictions from the stoichiometric model by counterion condensation theory (CC theory)
Kopaciewicz et al. [126] and the slab model [108]. It [132,133] is to describe the physical properties of
was found that the ionic strength dependence of locally cylindrical chain polyelectrolytes such as
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DNA. The theory is a simple analytical alternative to dicts that Q remains fixed, this equation is used over
the P–B equation for a charged cylinder immersed in the range of salt concentrations where the CC model
an electrolyte solution, analytical solution of the P–B is applicable (up to at least 0.1 M) [134].
equation for this geometry has been achieved for the Record et al. used the results from the CC model
linearised form only. In the CC theory, as well as in in the formulation of a theory for the binding of
the corresponding P–B theory, the chain polyion is oligopeptides and proteins to a nucleic acid
modelled as an infinitely long cylinder with the [134,135]. The theory is based on Wymans linkage
charge density expressed by the non-dimensional theory [136] into which the condensation and screen-
parameter: ing caused by electrolyte ions are incorporated. The

complete theory involves a set of parameters which2e determines the effect of an electrolyte on the binding]]]j 5 (76)
´ ´ kTb0 r of, e.g. a protein to a nucleic acid. After making

some approximations, Record et al. [134] concludewhere b is the average axial distance between
that the binding constant changes with the con-polyion structural charges, e is the charge of the
centration of monovalent ions in the electrolyteelectron and k is the Boltzmann constant. The central
solution according to Eq. 79:tenet of the CC theory is that, when a cylindrical

polyion with a j value greater than unity is im- d ln K
]]] ¯ 2 Z c (79)mersed in an electrolyte consisting of monovalent pd ln cC,Eions, the effective j value, j , is reduced to unity.eff

The physical interpretation of this is that a certain
where c is the thermodynamic ion binding parameterfraction, Q, of the polyion charges are shielded by
defined in Eq. 78, Z is the number of proteinpcounterions, the counterions are ‘condensed’ or
charges interacting with the nucleic acid and K theassociated with the polyion. Since j 51 this frac-eff association constant between the protein and thetion becomes
nucleic acid.

j In the model proposed by Mazsaroff et al. theeff 21]Q 5 1 2 5 1 2 j (77) theory of Record is used to describe the influence ofj
mobile phase electrolyte concentration on protein

When j .1 the fraction of ‘condensed’ counterions retention [130]. Instead of considering the interaction
is insensitive to the electrolyte concentration in the between the nucleic acid and the protein, Mazsaroff
bulk solution and remains constant also at infinite et al. used the same theory to describe the interaction
dilution of electrolyte. On the other hand when j ,1 between the charged stationary phase and the pro-
the theory assumes that the concentration of ‘con- tein.
densed’ counterions approaches zero at infinite dilu- The role of the nucleic acid in the Record theory is
tion of the bulk electrolyte. therefore substituted by the stationary phase, and

In the CC theory a distinction is made between the consequently Mazsaroff et al. used Eq. 79 to describe
physical counterion binding parameter, Q, and the the change in capacity factor with varying eluent salt
thermodynamic counterion binding parameter, c. concentration. Since the numerical format of this
The difference between the two is that the latter equation is the same as that obtained from a stoichio-
includes the additional accumulation or ‘binding’ of metric model, i.e. a linear ln k vs. ln c relation, theC,E
counterions caused by the remaining unshielded model is in numerical agreement with experimental
polyion charges. The value of c can be obtained data. Isocratically determined data for ovalbumin,
from the P–B theory under limiting law conditions to using a quaternized polyethyleneimine column, were
Ref. [134]: evaluated according to the model. Some non-

linearities were observed at pH values close to the pI1 21 of the protein and these deviations were interpreted]c 5 Q 1 5 1 2 (2j ) (78)2j
according to a more elaborated version of the model

Since Mannings formulation of the CC theory pre- by Record.
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In a model proposed by Melander et al. [131] the model assumes an evenly smeared out charge dis-
Manning condensation theory is used in combination tribution on the protein surface. The surprisingly
with the solvophobic theory by Sinanoglu [137,138]. good agreement between the theory and experiments
The Manning theory is adapted to evaluate the layer is probably due to the fact that the errors caused by
thickness of the condensed ions on both the protein the geometry and linearisation (points (i) and (ii)
and the stationary phase. The obtained layer thick- above) tend to compensate each other. Despite the
ness, in combination with the surface charge density limitations of the linearised P–B equation, its solu-
of the stationary phase, is used to define the volume tions are of interest for discovering and understand-
of the ‘bonding’ region between the protein and the ing basic phenomena occuring in these systems. Note
stationary phase. They find that the effect of salt on added in proof. Recently, a model which to a large
retention is described by a three parameter equation extent does not have weaknesses (i) and (ii) was

¨ ˚ ¨presented by Jonsson and Stahlberg (B. Jonsson, J.,
log k 5 A 2 B log m 1 Cm (80)s s ˚Stahlberg, Colloids and Surfaces B, in press).

Both models based on the Manning condenstation
where m is molal salt concentration in the eluent.S theory predict a linear log k vs. log c relation, aC,EThe electrostatic part of the interaction is character-

relation often observed in practice. Major problems
ised by the constant B(5Z /Z ) and the hydrophobicp 0 common in these models are (i) the Manning con-
interaction by the constant C. In agreement with the

densation theory is developed for a linear array of
model experimentally measured k values for differ-

charges and not for a two-dimensional charge dis-
ent eluent salt concentrations did yield a U-shaped

tribution; and (ii) the physical background for the
log k vs. log m plot to which Eq. 80 could bes Manning condensation theory is much less rigorous
numerically fitted.

than the P–B equation.
In conclusion, the models proposed so far for

6.7. Concluding remarks regarding retention describing the electrostatic interaction between a
models of charged macromolecules protein and a charged surface are not as well

developed as for the other chromatographic tech-
The complexity of the adsorption process for niques treated in this review paper. Further develop-

proteins to solid surfaces makes it very difficult to ment in this area is therefore needed and would be of
construct physically models describing the interac- interest not only in analytical chromatography but
tion. The main features of the electrostatic part of the also in other areas where protein adsorption is of
interaction, which dominates the salt dependence of fundamental interest.
retention in ion-exchange chromatography, should be
possible to achieve from solutions of the P–B
equation for a suitable geometry. In this paper one 7. List of symbols
model which uses the solution of the linearised P–B
equation for two interacting slabs and two models A IP reagent, an amphiphilic ion.

2which uses adapted versions of the Manning con- A Interacting surface area, (m ).p

densation theory are briefly presented. A The area of the stationary phase in as
2The slab model correctly describes the functional column, (m ).

form of the dependence of retention on eluent ionic a Activity of species i.i

strength, the model often also gives reasonable B Eluite ion (analyte ion).
values for the net charge of the protein. The model b Average axial distance between cylindri-
may therefore be of practical value, as demonstrated cally polyion structural charges (m).
in the paper by Cai et al. [129]. From a theoretical C An ion which constitutes the electrolyte
point of view the model suffers mainly from three and is counterion to the charges bound
weaknesses: (i) the geometry of the model is too to the stationary phase.
simplistic, (ii) the assumptions made in the linearised C Capacitance of the compact part of the1

2P–B equation are usually not fulfilled and (iii) the double layer (C/Vm )
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C Volume concentration of charged groups C Electrical potential (V).R
3bound to the stationary phase (mol /m ). C Donnan potential (V).D

c Concentration of species i in phase j c Thermodynamic ion binding parameter,i, j
3(mol /m ). used in Manning condensation theory.

D An ion which constitute the electrolyte
and is co-ion to the charges bound to the
stationary phase, i.e. counterion to C in
the electrolyte phase. Acknowledgements

E Eluent phase (mobile phase).
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K Stoichiometric equilibrium constant. script.
K Quotient of activity coefficients.g

k Retention factor (capacity factor).
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(m).
n Surface concentration of species i, (mol / By using the previously discussed theory byi

2m ). Marcus, see Section 2.2, a relation for the capacity
2n Monolayer capacity (mol /m ) factor of the eluite ion as a function of eluent salt0

R Resin phase. concentration is derived in this Appendix.
R Universal gas constant (J /mol /K). Consider a positive monovalent eluite ion which is
r Distance, (m). distributed between a resin phase, containing nega-
r A point. tively charged chemically bound groups, and an
S Charged surface groups bound to the eluent phase containing a monovalent eluent salt.

stationary phase surface. According to the discussion in Section 3.1 the
T Temperature, (K). general expression for the capacity factor is:

3V Volume (m ).
3V Column dead volume (m ). 00 2(DG (r) / RT )s dE e 2 1 dVV Volume of the resin phase available toR

3 VRthe eluent phase (m ). ]]]]]]]k 5 (A1)Vx Distance (m). 0

z Charge of species i.i
0

g Mean molar activity coefficient of where DG (r) is the standard free energy of transfer6, j

species in phase j. of the eluite ion from the bulk of the mobile phase to
g Activity coefficient of species i in phase a point r in the resin phase. V and V is the volumei, j 0 R

j. of the mobile and resin phase, respectively. The
´ Permittivity of vacuum (F/m). elecrostatic work required to transfer one mole of0

´ Dielectric constant. eluite ions to a point r in the resin phase, i.e. ther

Q Fraction of shielded polyion charges. standard free energy of transfer, is equal to z FC(r),B

k Inverse Debye length, defined in Eq. 19 where C(r) is the difference in electrostatic potential
(1 /m). between the bulk of the eluent and point r and z isB

0
m Chemical potential of species i in the the charge of the eluite ion (11 in our case). Notei

standard state (J /mol). that the electrostatic potential in the resin phase is
j Non-dimensional charge density, defined negative because the fixed. groups are negatively

in Eq. 77. charged. Eq. A1 is therefore equal to:
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02(DG (r) / RT ) tration in the eluent phase. Instead it is based on thes dE e 2 1 dV
additivity law, Eq. A4, which is less drastic and

VR
]]]]]]]k 5 holds well in many cases.V0
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